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ABSTRACT
Spectral estimation, coding theory and compressed sensing are three important sub-
fields of signal processing and information theory. Although these fields developed fairly
independently, several important connections between them have been identified. One no-
table connection between Reed-Solomon(RS) decoding, spectral estimation, and Prony’s
method of curve fitting was observed by Wolf in 1967. With the recent developments in
the area of Graph Signal Processing(GSP), where the signals of interest have high dimen-
sional and irregular structure, a natural and important question to consider is can these
connections be extended to spectral estimation for graph signals?
Recently, it has been shown that a bandlimited graph signal that is k-sparse in the
Graph Fourier Transform (GFT) domain can be reconstructed from 2k measurements ob-
tained using a dynamic sampling strategy. Inspired by this work, we establish a connection
between coding theory and GSP to propose a sparse recovery algorithm for graph signals
using methods similar to Berlekamp-Massey algorithm and Forney’s algorithm for decod-
ing RS codes. In other words, we develop an equivalent of RS decoding for graph signals.
The time complexity of the recovery algorithm is O(k2) which is independent of the num-
ber of nodes N in the graph. The proposed framework has applications in infrastructure
networks like communication networks, power grids etc., which involves maximization of
the power efficiency of a multiple access communication channel and anomaly detection
in sensor networks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Traditional Digital Signal Processing(DSP) rose to prominence about 50 years ago
mainly due to the development of digital computer technology. The importance of DSP in
every day life hardly needs to be overstated. The field of coding theory came into existence
in the year 1948 when Shannon published his landmark paper ‘A mathematical theory of
communication’. The area of spectral estimation rose to prominence in the 1960’s when
Tukey published a book ‘An introduction to the frequency analysis of time series’. Sim-
ilarly, the area of compressed sensing has risen to prominence in the last decade. Even
though these fields have emerged somewhat independently, there are indeed close connec-
tions between them.
Graph Signal Processing (GSP) is a very recent development in the signal processing
community that seeks to extend notions of DSP to signals that are defined on graphs[1].
This is an exciting and nascent research field and the main theoretical principles as well as
its applications to various areas are being studied. It is then natural to ask whether there are
close connections between GSP, coding theory and compressed sensing. In this thesis, we
explore one such a connection between Reed-Solomon decoding and spectral estimation
for graph signals.
1.1 Need for GSP
A time series signal is a one-dimensional sequence of data points taken at successive
equally spaced points in time. For processing such time series signals, several classical
techniques such as the Fourier transform, filtering, compression etc., have been developed.
In this age of big data, the volume and dimension of data is increasing and such data cannot
be adequately modeled as time series signals. For example, data from sensor networks,
social networks, transportation networks, biological networks have a rich structure and
1
cannot be modeled as a time series signal. For processing these complex data sets, several
new approaches have been developed [2, 3, 4, 5]. One of the possible approaches is to
represent this data as signals defined on graphs instead of signals defined on equally spaced
points in time. Such signals are called graph signals and a natural question is to ask
whether classical signal processing techniques can be applied for processing graph signals.
Such an attempt to extend classical DSP to graph signals has resulted in the field of graph
signal processing (GSP).
1.2 Error-correction coding
Error-correction coding also known as channel coding is a technique used especially
in the field of telecommunication and data storage to control errors that occur during the
transmission of data over noisy and untrusted communication channels. In this technique,
the sender encodes a message of length l i.e., m = [m1,m2, ...,ml]T by introducing redun-
dancy with the help of an error-correcting code. The resulting encoded message of length
n i.e., c = [c1, c2, ..., cn]T is transmitted through a noisy channel which introduces errors
in c. The noisy codeword is received by the receiver as r = c + e = [r1, r2, ..., rn]T and
decoded using efficient decoding algorithms to find the errors and retrieve the corrected
message. A simple error-correction schematic and an example are shown in Fig. 1.1 and
Fig. 1.2 respectively. The example shows redundancy being added to the message by the
encoder and the message being retrieved from the noisy codeword by the decoder.
1.3 Spectral Estimation and Compressed Sensing
Spectral estimation of time series signals deals with estimating the distribution of total
power of the signal over frequency from a finite record of time series signals. A classic
result from spectral estimation that is relevant to this thesis that if the signal is sparse in
the frequency domain, then it suffices to observe a small number of samples of the signal
in the time domain in order to estimate the power spectrum of the signal. Further, there are
2
2. THE ERROR-CORRECTION CODING MODEL
Error-correction coding also known as channel coding is a technique used especially in
the field of telecommunication, information and coding theory to control errors that occur
during transmission of data over noisy and untrusted communication channels. A model
of this technique is shown in Fig. 1.4. In this technique, the sender encodes the message
m = [m1,m2, ...,ml]
T by introducing redundancy with the help of an error-correcting
code. The resulting encoded message c = [c1, c2, ...cn]T is transmitted through a noisy
channel which introduces errors in m. The noisy message is received by the receiver as
r = r1, r2, ...rn and decoded using efficient decoding algorithms to find the errors and get
back the corrected original message. Message Encoder Channel Receiver Decoder
In the field of telecommunication, information theory, and coding theory, error cor-
rection coding is a technique used for controlling errors in data transmission over noisy
and untrusted communication channels. The idea is the sender encodes the message in a
redundant way by using an error-correcting code. The redundancy allows the receiver to
detect a limited number of errors that may occur anywhere in the message, and often to
correct these errors without retransmission The American mathematician Richard Ham-
ming pioneered this field in the 1940s and invented the first error-correcting code in 1950:
the Hamming (7,4) code.[2]
2.1 Outline of the thesis
The thesis begins with the discussion of spectral estimation concepts in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces coding theory and discusses decoding techniques of an important
class of codes called BCH codes. It also discusses about compressed sensing techniques
like Lasso and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(OMP). Chapter 4 introduces the the frame-
work of GSP. Various concepts analogous to the classical DSP are discussed. One such
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Figure 1.2: Example of channel coding
close connections between algorithms used to estim te the power sp ctrum and algorithm
used for recov ring errors in coding theory and algorithms for recovering sparse signals in
compressed sensing.
Compressed sensing is a tech ique in signal processing that deals with efficient ac-
quisiti n and reconstruction of a signal that is spars in some domain. It shows a way to
recover the signal with the help of fewer a ples than required by the Shannon-Nyquist
sampling theorem provided certain conditions are satisfied. Suppose, x is a k-sparse vector
overR orC, then we can compress x by storing only y = Ax. H re y is a low-dimensional
vector than x and A is called the sensing matrix. The reconstruction nvolves finding the
sparsest x that satisfies y = Ax.
3
1.4 Problem Statement
Most of the work in spectrum estimation has been developed with the assumption that
the signals of interest are time series signals or images. The main objective of this thesis is
to extend some of this work to graph signals and to develop an algorithm for estimating the
spectrum of graph signals that are sparse in the graph Fourier domain. We use techniques
popular in coding theory and compressed sensing for the recovery of signals with a sparse
graph spectrum. Specifically, we develop a Reed-Solomon style decoding algorithm for
recovery of signals that are sparse in the graph Fourier transform domain. We also show
that such algorithms have applications in sensor networks and in anomaly detection.
1.5 Outline of the thesis
Chapter 2 introduces coding theory and discusses decoding techniques of an important
class of codes called RS codes. Chapter 3 discusses compressed sensing. Chapter 4 deals
with spectrum estimation and Prony’s method. Chapter 5 introduces the the framework
of GSP and also discusses various concepts analogous to the classical DSP. A low com-
plex spectral estimation technique for graph signals is proposed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7
and 8 explore some possible real world applications. Chapter 9 concludes the thesis and
discusses potential future works in this area.
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2. REED-SOLOMON CODES
2.1 Introduction
Mathematically, an (n, k) block code C over a finite field Fq is a set of qk vectors
of length n called codewords. A linear block code refers to a block code for which any
linear combination of codewords is also a codeword. It acts on a block of k symbols
from Fq to produce n symbols of output data where the rest of the (n − k) symbols are
redundant. Some examples of block codes include Hamming codes, Bose-Chaudhuri-
Hocquenghem(BCH) codes, Reed-Solomon(RS) codes etc. The codewords are formed in
the encoder using a generator matrix(G) given by,
c = xG (2.1)
where, x is the 1×k input signal vector, c is the 1×n codeword of the linear block code C
and G is the k× n generator matrix. A parity check matrix H of a linear block code C can
be defined such that C = {c ∈ Fq : HcT = 0}. The decoder has the knowledge of these
matrices G and H. When the erroneous message is received i.e., r = c + e, the decoder
computes the syndromes y given by,
y = HrT = H(cT + eT ) = 0 + HeT = HeT . (2.2)
The decoding algorithm determines e and corrects the noisy message.
2.2 Reed-Solomon Codes
For positive integers m and t, an (n,k) RS code has the following properties,
1. Number of message symbols per codeword: k
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2. Total number of encoded symbols per codeword: n = 2m − 1
3. Code rate: k/n
4. Number of parity symbols per codeword: n−k = 2t, where, t is the error correcting
ability
5. Minimum symbol Hamming weight per codeword: d = 2t+ 1
If out of the total n symbols exactly t or less of them are received in error then RS
codes have the property that if t ≤ (n−k)/2, the correct message vector can be computed
from the noisy codeword.
2.2.1 RS encoding
Let us represent message as a sequence of coefficients of a polynomial. Let x, y be
vectors of lengthmwhose values are taken from the finite field Fq where, q = 2m and k in-
formation symbols correspond to the y vectors of points (y0, x0), (y1, x1), ..., (yk−1, xk−1)
where, x0, x1, ..., xk−1 be any k distinct values of x. Using these k-points, we compute a
unique polynomial of the form,
f(x) = fk−1xk−1 + fk−2xk−2 + ...+ f1x+ f0 (2.3)
which fits these points. Therefore,
f(x) =
k∑
i=1
fi−1xi−1 (2.4)
which can be written in matrix form as,
F = fG (2.5)
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where, G is the generator matrix in the polynomial form and the dimensions of F , f , G
are 1 × n, 1 × k and k × n respectively. So, to encode k information symbols, evaluate
f(x) at (n − k) additional points. The codeword consists of the k information symbols
[y0, y1, ..., yk−1] plus the y values(redundant symbols) of the n − k additional points. In
other words, the codeword [y0, y1, ..., yn−1] is obtained by evaluating the polynomial f(x)
at n different points x0, x1, ..., xn−1. The most important thing to note is the structure of
the matrix G, which is nothing but a Vandermonde structure and given as,
G =

1 1 . . . 1
x0 x1 . . . xn−1
x20 x
2
1 . . . x
2
n−1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
xk−10 x
k−1
1 . . . x
k−1
n−1

. (2.6)
We know that Discrete Fourier Transform(DFT) establishes a duality between the coeffi-
cients of polynomials and their values i.e., let p(x) and q(x) be two polynomials of degree
less than n. If the values of p(x) are the coefficients of q(x), then up to a scalar factor , the
values of q(x) are the coefficients of p(x), provided the values are taken at locations given
by xj = αj where, α is the primitive n-th root of unity and j = 0, 1..., n− 1. So, equation
(2.4) can be evaluated as,
yj = f(xj) = fk−1xk−1j + fk−2x
k−2
j + ...+ f0
=
k−1∑
l=0
flα
jl for j = 0, 1..., n− 1.
(2.7)
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By padding zeros such that fk to fn are zeros we get the inverse DFT(F−1) of the vector
[f0, f1, ...fk−1, 0, 0, ...0] as shown below,
yj =
n−1∑
l=0
flα
jl = F−1[f0, f1, ...fk−1, 0, 0, ...0]. (2.8)
So, [y0, y1, ..., yn−1] is the codeword that is encoded and sent.
2.2.2 RS decoding
Let us consider the received codeword as y˜ = [y˜0, y˜1, ..., y˜n−1] such that
y˜j = yj + zj
where, zj is the noise at j-th time instant. Let the received polynomial be,
f˜(x) = y˜n−1xn−1 + y˜n−2xn−2 + ...+ y˜1x+ y˜0. (2.9)
So,
f˜(xj) = y˜n−1xn−1j + y˜n−2x
n−2
j + ...+ y˜1xj + y˜0 =
n−1∑
l=0
y˜lα
jl. (2.10)
Now,
f˜(x−1j ) =
n−1∑
l=0
y˜lα
−jl =
n−1∑
l=0
ylα
−jl +
n−1∑
l=0
zlα
−jl
=
n−1∑
l=0
ylα
−jl +
n−1∑
l=0
zlα
−jl
= F [y0, y1, ..., yn−1] +
n−1∑
l=0
zlα
−jl.
(2.11)
We know that F [y0, y1, ..., yn−1] is zero for j = k, ..., n − 1. So, from j = k, k +
1, ..., n−1, f˜(x−1j ) depends only on noise. Let exactly t elements of the noise be non-zero
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i.e., zγ0 , zγ1 , ..., zγt at arbitrary positions and t < (n− k)/2. Therefore,
f˜(x−1n−j) =
n−1∑
l=0
z˜lα
−(n−j)l =
n−1∑
l=0
zlα
−nlαjl for j = 1, 2, ...n− k. (2.12)
Substituting the value of α = e
2pii
n where, i =
√−1 we get,
f˜(x−1n−j) =
n−1∑
l=0
zle
−2piinl/ne2piijl/n
=
n−1∑
l=0
zle
2piijl/n
=
t∑
l=0
zγle
2piijγl/n.
(2.13)
Now, let f˜(x−1n−j) be represented as sj , then,
sj =
t∑
l=0
zγl(e
2piiγl/n)j. (2.14)
Let Wl = e2piiγl/n. We expand the equation (2.14) in matrix form we get,

s1
s2
s3
s4
.
.
sn−k

=

W1 W2 . . . Wt
W 21 W
2
2 . . . W
2
t
W 31 W
3
2 . . . W
3
t
W 41 W
4
2 . . . W
4
t
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
W n−k1 W
n−k
2 . . . W
n−k
t


zγ1
0
zγ3
0
.
.
zγt

. (2.15)
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That is,
s = Hz. (2.16)
The important thing to note is that the matrix H in right hand side of the equation has
a Vandermonde structure. This sequence of sj’s are called as Syndromes. The goal of
the decoder is to use these syndromes to estimate the position(γl) and the values of the
non-zero errors(zγl). For this, two famous algorithms called as Berlekamp-Massey(BM)
algorithm and Forney’s algorithm are used respectively. The position of errors are given
by the BM algorithm while the values of the errors are given by the Forney’s algorithm. A
brief description of these algorithms is given in Chapter 6.
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3. COMPRESSED SENSING
3.1 Description
Compressed Sensing(CS) is a field of signal processing which deals with recovering
sparse high dimensional signals from low-dimensional measurements. Consider a real-
valued, finite-length, discrete-time signal x, which can be viewed as an n × 1 column
vector in Rn with elements x[i], i = 1, 2, ..., n. Then any signal in Rn can be represented
in terms of an orthonormal basis of n × 1 vectors {ψi}ni=1. Using the n × n basis matrix
with the vectors {ψi} as columns, a signal x can be expressed as,
x =
n∑
i=1
siψi.
In matrix form it is,
x = Ψs (3.1)
where, s is the n×1 column vector of the weighting coefficients si = ΨTi x. The signal x is
k-sparse if it is a linear combination of only k basis vectors i.e., only k of the si coefficients
in equation are non-zero. The signal x is said to be compressible if in the equation (3.1)
the representation has only a few (k << n) large coefficients and many(n − k) small
coefficients. The signal is then ‘sampled’ with m << n linear measurements to obtain the
values,
y = Φx (3.2)
where, y is collection of measurements in a m× 1 vector and Φ is a collection of vectors
{φi}ni=1 to form a m× n matrix. Then, by substituting the value of x from equation (3.1),
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y can be written as,
y = Φx = ΦΨs = As (3.3)
where, A = ΦΨ and is known as the sensing matrix. Therefore, the CS problem consists
of designing a stable A such that the important information in any sparse signal is not
affected by the dimensionality reduction from n to m, and a reconstruction algorithm to
recover x from y.
3.2 Recovery algorithms
The theoretical limitations of CS gives the bound on minimal number of measure-
ments required and a condition on the sensing matrix A. The important thing is that if
A is a totally positive matrix, then equation (3.3) allows us to reconstruct every k-sparse
vector with only m = 2k measurements[6]. An example of a totally positive matrix is a
Vandermonde matrix. The reconstruction algorithm involves solving an l-1 minimization
problem given by,
minimize ||x||1
subject to y = Ax.
(3.4)
There are other algorithms that are used like Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection
Operator(LASSO)[7] and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(OMP) algorithm[8]. These al-
gorithms are robust to noise and we will use them in Chapter 8 for an application in which
noise is present. Assuming, A as Vandermonde matrix, equation (3.3) can be compared to
equation (2.16) where both s and z are sparse vectors and the sensing matrix A is same as
the matrix H. This is the connection between CS and RS decoding. Along with this con-
nection, another important thing to conclude is that only 2k measurements are sufficient
to recover a k-sparse signal if the matrix A or H is a Vandermonde matrix.
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4. SPECTRAL ESTIMATION USING PRONY’S METHOD
A time-domain representation shows how a time series signal varies over time and a
frequency-domain plot shows how much of the signal lies within each given frequency
band over a range of frequencies. Fig. 4.1 and 4.2 show a time domain and frequency
domain representation of a time series signal respectively. Any process that involves cal-
culation of amplitudes, powers, or intensities versus frequency is called as spectrum es-
timation. The unknown amplitudes or powers in frequency domain can be calculated by
periodically sampling points in the time domain. Furthermore, if the signal is sparse in the
frequency domain, then we can sample very few points in the time domain.
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Figure 4.1: Time domain representation
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Figure 4.2: Frequency domain representation
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We consider a curve fitting technique called as Prony’s method to do spectral esti-
mation. This method has a low computational complexity and a nice connection to RS
decoding.
4.1 Prony’s Method
Prony’s Method was developed by Prony in 1795 in order to explain the expansion
of various gases. It is a technique for modeling sampled data as a linear combination of
exponentials. This method is not a spectral estimation technique but it has a very close
relation to the least square linear prediction algorithms. It extracts complex exponential
signals from time series signal by solving a set of linear equations. Assuming the n com-
plex time domain data samples x1, x2..., xn, the function to be found is approximated by t
exponential functions as,
yj =
t∑
l=1
Ale
(αl+iωl)(j−1)Tp+iψl (4.1)
where, j = 1, 2, ..., n, Tp is the sampling period, Al is the amplitude, αl is the damping
factor, ωl is the angular velocity and ψl is the initial phase. Assuming the initial phase
and angular velocity to be zero, let zl = Al and Wl = eαkTp , then this function may be
compactly written as,
yj =
t∑
l=1
zlW
j−1
l . (4.2)
The aim is to fit the yj’s to the observed xj’s, such that the squared error over n data values
is given as,
∆(y) =
n∑
j=1
|xj − yj|2 =
n∑
j=1
∣∣xj − t∑
l=1
zlW
j−1
l
∣∣2. (4.3)
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The minimization problem is then given by,
y =argmin
y˜
∆(y˜). (4.4)
Solving this turns out to be a difficult non-linear problem. Prony’s method gives a way
to solve this using linear equations. The t equations of (4.2) can be expressed in matrix
form as, 
y1
y2
y3
.
.
.
yt

=

W 01 W
0
2 . . . W
0
t
W 11 W
1
2 . . . W
1
t
W 21 W
2
2 . . . W
2
t
W 31 W
3
2 . . . W
3
t
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
W t−11 W
t−1
2 . . . W
t−1
t


z1
z2
z3
.
.
.
zt

. (4.5)
This equation is a set of linear equations that is to be solved for unknown amplitudes
zl’s. Prony proposed to define a polynomial that has the Wl exponents as its roots i.e.,
f(w) =
t∏
l=1
(w −Wl) = (w −W1)(w −W2)...(w −Wt). (4.6)
When expanded, the polynomial can also be expressed as sum,
f(w) =
t∑
l=0
ΛlW
t−l = Λ0W t + Λ1W t−1 + ...+ Λt−1W + Λt. (4.7)
If as many data samples are used as there are exponential parameters then,
xj =
t∑
l=1
zlW
j−1
l . (4.8)
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Shifting the index on equation (4.7) j to j − l and multiplying by Λl we get,
Λlxj−l = Λl
t∑
k=1
zkW
j−l−1
k (4.9)
which can be written as,
t∑
l=0
Λlxj−l =
t∑
k=1
zkW
j−t
k
[ t∑
l=0
ΛlW
t−l−1
k
]
. (4.10)
The bracketed summation in (4.9) is a polynomial similar to (4.6) and is evaluated at each
of its roots Wl giving,
t∑
l=0
Λlxj−l = 0. (4.11)
This equation can be solved for the coefficients Λ’s and then the roots can be calculated
using (4.6). The damping factors and frequencies are found from the roots Λ’s. If the
number of samples is 2t then we can find an exact fit and if the number of samples is
greater than 2t then we can find least square solution to the equations given below,
t∑
l=0
Λlxj−l = ∆j. (4.12)
4.2 Connection between Prony’s method and RS decoding
If we observe equations (2.15) and (4.5), there is a striking resemblance to their struc-
ture. Both contain the product of a Vandermonde matrix times a sparse vector. This means
we can use the Prony’s method to the syndrome decoding problem in order to convert the
non-linear equations to linear ones. Let the position of errors be contained in Pl and the
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values of error at these positions be El. The syndrome equation (2.15) is then written as,
yj =
t∑
l=1
ElP
j
l . (4.13)
We use the BM algorithm to find the error-locating polynomial given as,
Λ(w) =
t∏
l=1
(1− wPl) = 1 + Λ1w + ...+ Λtwt. (4.14)
The roots of this polynomial are given by P−1l . That implies,
Λ(P−1l ) = 1 + Λ1P
−1
l + ...+ ΛtP
−t
l = 0. (4.15)
Proceeding in the similar way as in the previous section and multiplying both sides by
ElP
j+t
l we get,
ElP
j+t
l Λ(P
−1
l ) = ElP
j+t
l + ElP
j+t
l Λ1P
−1
l + ...+ ElP
j+t
l ΛtP
−t
l
= ElP
j+t
l + Λ1ElP
j+t−1
l + ...+ ΛtElP
j
l = 0
which can be written as,
t∑
l=1
ElP
j+t
l + Λ1
t∑
l=1
ElP
j+t−1
l + ...+ Λt
t∑
l=1
ElP
j
l = 0.
Substituting the value of yj we get,
yj+t + Λ1yj+t−1 + ...+ Λtyj = 0
⇒ yjΛt + yj+1Λt−1 + ...+ yj+t−1Λ1 = −yj+t.
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In matrix form,

−yt+1
−yt+2
.
.
.
−yt+t

=

y1 y2 . . . yt
y2 y3 . . . yt+1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
yt yt+1 . . . y2t−1


Λt
Λt−1
.
.
.
Λ1

. (4.16)
The coefficients of the error-locator polynomial i.e., Λ’s can be found by inverting the
Toeplitz matrix and multiplying it with the sample measurements. After which the roots
of the polynomial will give the error locations Pl. Forney’s algorithm discussed in Chapter
8 helps to find the values of the errors at these locations. In the next chapter, we shall look
into the fundamentals of GSP.
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5. GRAPH SIGNAL PROCESSING
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 From time series signals to graph signals
In the signal processing community, most of the applications use a finite discrete time
series signal as shown in Fig. 5.1. A lot of theory has been developed for analyzing
discrete-time signals when they are passed through a linear time(shift) invariant system.
This idea of shift invariance turns out to be very important in analyzing discrete time
signals. In fact, many classical signal processing concepts are built on this idea. Let us
now think about shift invariance using a graphical representation as shown in Fig. 5.2,
where each node corresponds to a time instant and all the edges are connected with a unit
weight based on the fact that each time instant leads to the next time instant. In the Fig.
5.2, node 6 is connected to node 1 assuming that the discrete time signal is a periodic
signal. So, we observe that the finite periodic discrete time signals are nothing but signals
indexed on a directed cyclic graph. Most of the real world data nowadays like the data from
sensor networks, social networks, transportation networks, biological networks etc., can be
indexed similarly on a graph where the nodes may be sensors, persons, highways or genes
etc., and signals may be temperature, tweets etc. Fig. 5.3 shows one such example of a
social networks graph taken from [9] where the nodes represent persons and are connected
on the basis of their likings or friendship. It is important to note that this graph has a very
irregular structure and is more complex than the one shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
1
Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is imp rtant to note
hat these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlation properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with sign l ind xed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by o e involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
  .6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the ata elements f rm a node and are con ected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edg s which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a g ven similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal mat ix with the diagonal entries re t e degree of the corresponding
nodes nd ll other en ri s re zero. A gr ph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
M thematically, g aph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is imp rtant to note
h t th se m trices are efined f r a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph s gnal is n attribute associate with the node.M thematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
re l or complex values.Fig shows an example of graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about cert in correlation prop rties of the signals defined o the graph.Classic l
DSP c n be a speci l case f GSP in he se se, sig als defi d on a p th graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is im orta t to ote
that these matri es are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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where D is a diagonal ma rix with the diag al entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corr sponding A and L.It is important to note
that th se matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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signal s=[s1, s2, ..., N ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift p rator. It is c os based on the applica on. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical p oxim ty. Consid a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted ba ed on some relation. E can b represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. Thes a e commonly called as
shift operators. The adj cency ma rix is a N ⇥N matr x efined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. Th laplacian matr x is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with he diagonal entries are the degre of the correspondin
nodes and all other entries are zer . A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can ave real or complex v lues. Figure 1.1 how an xample f a graph
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where D is a diagonal ma rix with the diag al entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all ot r entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this w rk,only -n rmalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exampl of a grap and the corr sponding A a d L.It is important to note
that thes matrices are defined for a fixed o dering of nodes.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are co nected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proxim ty. Consider a grap represented as G=(V,E),
consi ti g of N nodes where V represen s a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges wh ch are eight d based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift op rat rs. The adjac n y m trix is an N ⇥N atrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 therwise
(1.1)
For a g n ral ight d gr p , wi,j a be a y on- gati r al numbe cal ulated based
on a given similarity function. Th laplacian matrix is defin d s,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagona atrix with th diago al entri s are th degr e of the corresponding
nodes and all other ntries ar z ro. A gr ph signal is a att ibute associ te with the node.
Mathematically, a g ph signal x=[x1, 2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It ca have real o compl x valu s. Fi ure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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Figur 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the ti e domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the e ge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, s ifting of the graph signal by one is quivale t to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposit on, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.37 7 .4294 0.439 .6015  0.3505
 0.6 15 0.1378  0.5100 .3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378 0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.77 2 0.3 69  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for grap signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data el ments form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erti s like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represent d as G=(V,E),
co sisting f N odes where V repres nts a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] an E r presents
the edges which are weight d b sed on me r lati . E can be represen ed in matrix
form as an adjac cy matrix A or a laplacian m trix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjac ncy matrix is an N ⇥N matri define as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij ( , j) 2 E   0
0 oth rwise
(1.1)
For a eneral weighted gra , wi,j can be a y non-negative re l umber calculated based
on a giv si ila ity function. The aplacia matrix is defi d a ,
L = D A (1.2)
wher ,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nod s and all other ntries are zero. A graph ignal is n attribute associated with the node.
Ma hematically, gr ph sig al x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scal r fu ction d fine on vertices
of graph. It can have real or complex v lues. Figure 1.1 sh ws an exampl of a graph
2
Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the e ror locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph sign l and develop an equivalent Prony’s met od for them.
1. Ex sting GSP Fram work
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
wher t e data el ments form a no e and are c nected to each other bas d n som prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisti g of N nodes where V rep ese s a s t of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E repr sents
th edges whic are w ighted based n some r lation. E can b represented in atrix
form as an adjac ncy matrix A or a la lacian matrix L. Th se ar commonly called as
shift operators. The a jac cy m tr x is an N ⇥ matrix d fined s,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-n ga ive real number c lculated based
o a iven similarity function. The laplacian m trix is efined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diago al matrix with the diagonal entries are the de ree of the corresponding
nodes and all othe entri s ar zero. A gr ph signal is an attribute assoc ated with the node.
Mathematically, a gr ph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar f nction defined on v rtices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the egree of the corre-
po ding nodes an al other nt ies r zero.In so e cas s the normalized ver ions of
A nd L re used.B in this work, nly non- ormalized versions are de lt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and th corre p ding A and L.It is imp rtant to n te
hat these ma rices are d fi ed for fixe dering of no es.
—i sert figure here—
a i l is a at ribute a oci ted with the no .M thematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar fu ction defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an exampl of graph with u ity weights,five odes
and a graph si nal.It can lso be noted that th noti n of djacency on a gr ph tells
us about certai correlation prop rties of the signals defined on the grap .Classical
DSP c n be a special case of GSP i the s ns , signals defined on a path graph
and a ring g are nothi g but aperiodi time signals nd periodic time signals
respectively.
—insert figure here—
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corre ponding A nd L.It is im orta to te
that these matri es are defi e for a fixed orderi g of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal attribute associate with the ode.M the atic lly, a graph
signal s=[ 1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is scalar function defi ed on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or c mpl x values.Fig s ows a example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a gra signal.It can ls b n ted hat h notion f adjace c on a graph tells
us about cert in corr lation properties of the signals defi ed on th graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a rin graph ar noth ng but p r odic tim signals nd periodic time signals
respectively.
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w ere D is a diag nal matrix with e diago al entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding od s and al other entries re zero.In som cas s the normaliz d versions of
A and L re used.But in this work,only non-no maliz d versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an e mple of gra h a d the correspon ing A and L.It is important to note
t at these matrices ar defined fo a fixed r ering of nodes.
—insert figu h r —
A grap signal is a tribute as ociated it the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is scalar functio d fined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or c plex values.F g shows an xample of a graph with uni y weig ts,five nodes
and a graph si al.It can also be noted t at the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about cert in correlation properties f the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP ca b a s ec l cas of GSP in th s nse, signals defined on a path graph
and a ri g graph re not ing but aperiodic time signals an perio ic time sign ls
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal ma ix with th diag al entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nod s and all othe entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows n exampl of a graph and the corr sp ding A and L.It is important to note
that t ese matrices are defin d fo a fix d ordering of nodes.
—insert figur here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
sign l s=[s1, s2, ..., N ]
T is scal r function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
r al or co plex v lues.Fig s ows an ex mple of with unity weights,five nodes
a d a graph sig al.It ca als be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
u about c rt in c relation roperties of he si n ls d fine on the graph.Classical
DSP can a eci l case f GSP i th sense, sig als efined p t graph
a d a ri g gr ph are nothing but ap riodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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Figure .2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either th next time value r the pr vious time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] corr ctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to d termine the error values too. The relation between these
ecoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data lements form a node and are connected t each other b sed on some prop-
erties like similarity or hysical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
con isti g of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a lapl cia matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity functi n. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diag nal matrix with th diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplifi d way to deter ine the error v lues too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. S , [15] and [21, 22] i spired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile to l to represent t e high dimensional and complicated data
where the data ele nts form a node nd are co nected to ach ther based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges whic are weight d based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjac ncy matrix A or a laplacian m trix L. Th se are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a di gonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[ 1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes a d all other entries are zero.In some cases the norm lized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows a exa ple of a graph and the co responding A and L.It is important to note
h t these matrices ar defi ed for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig hows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted t t the no ion of a jacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlatio properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a sp cial case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic time sign ls and periodic time signals
respectively.
—insert figure h re—
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
spon ing nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is im orta t to ote
that these matri es ar defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph ignal i an attribute associated with t e node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain c rrelatio properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but a eriodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this w rk,only non-normalized v sions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an e ample of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
t at these matrices ar efined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated it the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or omplex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlatio propertie of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal ma rix with th diag al entries are t e degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries ar zer .In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only no -normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corr sponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are efined for a fixed ordering of node .
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.M thematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., N ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or co pl x values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlation properties of the si nals defined on the grap .Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
a d ring grap are not ing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix whi h is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a r covery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and devel p an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is versatile tool to represent t e high dimensional and mplicated data
wh re the data eleme ts f r a node and are co nected to each oth r based on some pr p-
erties like simil rity or physi al pr ximity. Co sider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisti g of N nodes wher V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted b sed on some relati n. E can b represent d n matrix
form s an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 o herwi e
(1.1)
For a general w ighted graph, wi,j can be any n -negative rea nu ber calculated based
on given similarity function. The laplacian atrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal e tr es are the degr e of the corr sponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can hav real or compl x values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] corr ctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] i spired this thesis to establish a rec very alg rithm like [17,
18, 19] fo graph sig als and develop an quivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Fra ework
A gr ph is a v rsa ile tool to r pres nt the high dimensional and complicated data
where the dat elements form a n de and are connected to each oth r based on s me pr p-
e ties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of n de [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E presents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as a adjacency matrix A or laplacian atrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The a jacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries re the degree of the corresponding
nodes nd all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
spondi g nod s and l other entries are zero.In some cases the ormaliz d versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-no malized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
hat these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A gr ph sig al is a attribute ssociated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices f a graph.It can have
re l or comp ex values.Fig shows a example f a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about c rtain correlation properties of the signals define on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic tim signals and periodic tim signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the d g ee of he corre-
sponding n des and all other en ries are zero.In some c ses the normalized versi ns of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized v rsi s are de lt with.Fig.
shows a example f a graph an the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matri es are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure he e—
A graph signal is an ttribute asso iated with the node.M thematic lly, a gr ph
signal s=[s1, 2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar functi n defined n v rtices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It ca also be noted that the notion of djac ncy on a g ph tells
us bout ce t in correlation roperties of the signals defin d on the gr ph.Classical
DSP can be a sp cial case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a th graph
and a ring gr ph are nothing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
esp ctively.
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where D i a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes a d all other entries ar z ro.In some cases th norm lized versions of
A and L are used But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
hows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
t at these matrices ar defined for a fixed ordering of od s.
—insert figu e her —
A graph signal is an attribute associated ith he node.Mathem tically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar funct on defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows a example of a graph with u ity weights,five no es
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjace cy on a graph tells
us about certain correl tion pro erties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defin d on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothi g b t periodic time signals and per dic time sig als
respectively.
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wh re D is a diagonal a rix with the diag al entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other en ries are zer .In s m c ses the ormalized versions of
A an L re use .But i this work,only non-normalized versio s ar dealt with.Fig.
sh ws a example of g aph and the corr sponding A and L.It is important to note
tha these matric s re defi ed for fix d or ing of nod s.
—insert figur ere—
A grap signal is an ttribute associated with the node.M th matically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar functio d fined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or co ple v lu s.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency o a graph tells
us ab ut c rtain cor el ti properties of the signals defi ed on the grap .Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
a d a ring g aph ar nothing but aperiodic time signals a d periodic time sign ls
respe tively.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu t either the next time value r th previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combinatio of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider the above un rected graph of N = 5 nodes. Th ift operator here is the
adjacency matrix whi is given by:
S A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eig nvalue de position, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0. 17 .429 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0 015 0.1378   .5100 0.3717  0.4700
0. 15 0.1378  0 5 00   .3717  0.4700
0. 0   .7702 0.3 69  0.0000  0.5590
 0 717 0.429 0.4390   .6015  0.3505
377775
1
Berlekamp-Massey [17, 1 ] corr ctly ide tifi s the error l cations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way t d termine the rror values t . The r lation between these
ecoding algorithms and y’s thod of cu ve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. S , [15] nd [21, 2 inspir thi thesis to st blish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph ig als a d velop an quivalent Pr y’s method for them.
1.2 Existi g GSP Fra ork
A rap i a versatile t ol to r present t high dimensional nd complicated data
w ere the dat el m nts f a node and re c nnec ed to each o h r b d on s m prop-
erties lik si il rity or p sical proxi ity. Cons de a gr ph r pre nt d s G=(V,E),
consis i g of N nodes w re V epresents a set of odes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E r pr sents
the edge w ich are wei ted bas d on some relatio . E ca be repres nted in matrix
form a an adj c n y m ix A or a l pl c a matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjac cy atrix is an N ⇥N m tri defined as,
A( , j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a gene l weighted gr h, wi,j ca be any on-negative r al number calculat d based
on a giv simil ity func n. The lapl c an matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
wh re,D is a diagonal ma ix with th diago l en ries r the d gr e of e c rr spondin
nodes and all other entries re zero. A r ph signal is an ttribu e associated with the node.
Mathematically, graph s nal x=[x1, , ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have re l or comple val s Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
Berl kamp-Massey [17, 18] corr ctly i ntifies the rr r locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine rror values too. Th r lation betw e these
decodi g algorithms and Prony’s meth of curve fi ing [20] was ound by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] nd [21, 22] insp red thi the is t e bli h a recovery alg rithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and dev lop a equiv lent Prony’s method for the .
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A gr ph is a v rs til to l t repr en t e h gh dime si n l an com licated data
where the data l ments form a node an are c nected to each ther based on some prop-
erties like similar ty or p ysical proxi ity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisti g of N nodes where V repres ts a et of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E repres nt
the edges which are weighted based o som relation. E c n be rep esent d in matrix
form as an adjacency m trix A o l lacian mat ix L. The e re c mmonly call d a
shift operator . Th adjac ncy m trix is N ⇥N m trix defin as,
A(i, j) =
ij (i, j) 2 E   0
otherwise
(1.1)
For ge eral wei hted grap , wi,j can any non-n g tive re num er calculated based
on a given similarity func ion. The lapl ian matrix is defined as,
D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix w th e gonal ent ies are the deg e of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A ph sign l is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph sign l x=[x1, , .., xN ]T is a scalar function d fined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or c mple alues. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
where D is a diago al matrix th the di onal ent es are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes a all other en ies are zer .In om cases rm lized v sio s of
A and L are used.But in this rk, nly on-normalized versi ns are dealt with.Fig.
shows an ex pl of a graph a the c rres ond ng A and L.It is imp rtant to note
hat these ma ric s r d fined r a fixe or ring of nodes.
—inser figure e —
A graph signal is n ttribu ass ci ted wit the node.M thema ically, graph
signal s=[ 1, s2, ..., N ]
T is a sca r fu ctio efined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or comp ex values.Fig how an example of a raph with unity w ights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can lso noted t at e notio of j cency on a g aph tells
us about ce tain correlation pr e ties of the sig al d fined on h graph.Classical
DSP can be a sp cial se of SP in the e se, sign ls defined on a path graph
and a ring gr ph are nothing t aperiodic time signals and periodic t me ignals
respectively.
—insert figure he —
x =
266666666664
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
377777777775
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wher D is a di gonal atrix wi h the dia o al t i s ar h d ree of the corre-
sponding o es a d al the entries are z ro.In some cas s th normalized versions of
A a L re us .But this rk, ly non-normalize versions re deal with.Fig.
shows a ex mple of a raph an the orres onding A an L.I is im orta to ote
that these m tri es re efi ed for a fixed rdering of n des.
—insert figure h e
A graph signal i a a tribute ssocia ed wi t node.Math m tic lly, a g aph
signal =[s1, s2, ... sN ]
T is a scalar fu ction d fined on ver ices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values. ig shows n example of a gra h with unit weig ts,five nodes
and a graph signal.It c also be oted that the otion of djacency on a graph tells
us bou ce t in c rr l i roperties of th sig ls defi d n the gr ph.Cl sical
DSP can be a special as of GSP i the sense, signals define on a path graph
an a ri g graph are thing but aperi dic time signals and periodic time signals
r spectively.
—inser figure here
x =
2666666664
x1
2
x3
x4
x5
377777
5
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wher D is a iagonal ma rix with the di gonal entries are the degree of the corre-
s o i g nod nd ll h r ent ies ar z r .In some c es the normalized versions of
A and L are sed.But n th s work, y non- ormalize versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an e a ple of grap and th correspond ng A and L.It is important to note
t at thes m rices r efi ed fo a fixed orde ing of no s.
—insert fi re er —
A graph s n l is a a tribut associ ted it the node.Math matically, a graph
signal s=[s1, , .., sN ]
T is a scala function d fined on vertic s of a graph.It can have
r al r compl valu s.Fig sh ws an ex mpl of a graph with u i y w ights,five nodes
nd graph nal.I can als be note that th o ion of adjacency o a graph tells
us about cer in corr lation pr perties of the signals defined o e gr .Classical
DSP can be speci l case of GSP in the se e, signals defined on a path graph
and ring g ph are othing bu aperiod c ime si nals n riodic time signals
respectively.
—insert fi re h e—
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h r D is a diag nal ma rix with he diag l ntries are the degr e of the corre-
ondi g no es and l oth e tries re zer .In some cases the o maliz v rsions f
and L ar ed.But in this ork,o ly non-nor alized ver ions are dealt with.Fig.
ows an xa pl f gra a th corr pondi A and L.It is important to note
a th s m t c s a efi f r a fixed ordering of nodes.
—ins rt figur her —
A g aph si l is an attribu ass ciated w th the node.Mathematically, a graph
ig al =[s1 s2, ..., N ]
T is scalar function defined on rtice of a graph.It can have
e l or co ple value .Fig s ows a example of a graph wit unity weights,five nodes
nd a r ph i .It an also be n ed th t the n tion f djacency on a gra tells
s about c rt in corr l on properti s of h si na s d fined on the graph.Classical
SP can be special case of GSP in th sense, signals defined on a path graph
d ri g g ph a n hing bu ap riodic t me si als and periodic time signals
espectiv ly.
—insert figur he e—
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 G ph Shift
In the c sical DSP, a shift in the time domain by ne involves going from the current
t m alu o either th n xt time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it i igh y ikely that a n de has more than one n ighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definit on e shift for graphs will be a li ear combinat on of points or g aph signals
values aro d that node weig t d by t e edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is shift operator. It is ch sen based on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a ci ulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time main.
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Consid the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is g ven by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue dec mposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
1
Be lekamp-Mass y [17, 18] cor ectly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to det rmine the error valu s too. The relation between these
d cod algorithms a Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a r covery algorith like [17,
18, 19] for grap signals and dev lop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Fr mework
A aph is a versatile tool t represe t the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elemen form no e and r connected to eac other based on som prop-
erties like similarity or physi l proximity. Consider p repr sented as G=(V,E),
c nsisting of N nod s where V rep sent set of nod s [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E repr sents
the edg s which are weight d based on some relation. E ca b represented in matrix
form as an djace cy matrix A r lapla ian matrix L. These are commonly called as
s ift oper tor . The adjacency atrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a neral weighted gr ph, wi,j c n be a y non-negative re l number calculated based
on a giv n similarity function. The laplacian matrix s defi ed a ,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a agon l matrix with the di g nal e tri s are the gree of the corresponding
node a d all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., N ]T is a scalar func ion defined on vertices
of a graph. It can hav real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
Berlekamp-Mass y [17, 18] correctly identifies the rr r locations. Work by Fo ney [19]
shows a implified way to d termine the rror values too. The relation between these
d coding algorithms and Prony’s meth d of urve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] in pired this thesis to establi h a r covery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals an develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framewo k
A graph is versatile tool to rep esent t e high dimensional n complicated data
wh re the da a lem nts form a node and re connected to each other based on some prop-
ties like similarit or physical proximity. Consid r a graph represented as G=(V,E),
the edges which ar weighted b d on ome lation. E can b represented in matrix
form as an a jacency matrix A or laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift op rator The adjacency m trix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8<>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general w ight d graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
wher ,D is a di gonal mat ix with the diag nal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all o her en ries are zer . A graph signal is a attribute associated with the node.
Mathem tically, graph sig al x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a rap . It can have real or complex va ues. Figure 1.1 s ows an example of a graph
2
wh re D is a diagonal matrix w h the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
i ll i . li i f
A and L us d.Bu in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corresp nding A and L.It is important to note
hat these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signa is an ttribute ass ciat d with the node.Mathemat c lly, a graph
ignal s=[s1, s2, . ., sN ]
T is a cal r function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex val es.Fig shows an exampl of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
a d a graph signal.It a al b oted th t t e notio of a jacen y on a graph te ls
us ab ut cert in correlation properti s f the ignal defined on the graph.Cla si al
DSP can be a s ecial c se f GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
nd a ri g graph are nothing but aperiodic time signals nd perio ic time signals
respectively.
—inse t fig re here—
x =
266666666664
1
x2
x3
x4
x5
377777777775
4
whe e D i dia onal matrix wi h the diagonal ent ies are the degree of the orre-
sp ndi g odes and all other ntries are zero.In some cases t e normalized versions of
A a L are used.But n this work,o ly non- orm lized vers o s are dealt with.Fig.
shows a example f a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that th se mat i es are efined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—i sert figur ere—
r si l is ttri te ss ci te it the e. t e t c ll , r
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is scalar function defined on vertices of a gr ph.It can have
e l or complex valu s.Fig shows an example of a graph w th u ity weights,five no es
and a graph signal.It can lso be noted that the notion djacency on a graph ells
us about cert in correlation properties of the sign ls defined on the grap .Classical
DSP c be speci l c se of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
a d r ng graph are nothi but aperiodi time signals and periodic time sig als
respectively.
—insert figure here—
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wher D is a diagonal matrix with t diagonal ntries are the degree of the corre-
spo di g nodes a all other ent ies are zero.In some cases t e normalized versions of
A nd L are used.But in th s w k,only non-normalize version are dealt with.Fig.
sh ws an example of a graph a d the corresponding A a d L.It is important to note
t t s tri s r d fi f r fi r ri f s.
—insert figur here—
A graph signal is an attribute associat d ith the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scal r function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
re l or complex v lues.Fig sh ws an example of a raph with u ity w ights,five nodes
and a graph sig al.It c n also be noted that the notion of djacency on a graph tells
u abou certain correlation properties of the si nals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can b a ecial case of GSP i the sense, sign ls defined on a path graph
a d a ring graph are nothin but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
insert figure here—
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wher D s a diagonal ma rix with the diag al entries are the degree of the corre-
pond g nodes and all other e t i s a e z ro.I so e ases the normalized versions of
A nd L are use But in this work,only on-normalized v rsions are dealt with.Fig.
sh ws an exa ple of a graph d the corr sponding A and L.It is impor ant t note
that hese matrices ar efined f r a fixed ordering of nodes.
insert fi ure he e
A gr ph sign l is an tribute associated with the node.Mathematic lly, a graph
sig al s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined o vertices of a graph.It can have
r al or co plex values.Fig s ows n example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
a d a graph signal.It can also b noted that e notio of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain c rrelation roperties of th signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP i the sense, signals defined on a path graph
a d a ing graph re n hing bu aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
—insert figure here—
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time valu to either th next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is hi hly likely that a nod has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definiti n of the sh ft for gra hs will be a line r comb nation of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the e ge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift operator. It is chosen bas d on the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circula t graph, shifting of the graph sign l by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Consider th above undirect d graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency m trix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.00  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377775
1
Berlek mp-Mass y [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
sh ws a simplifi d way to determin t error valu s too. The relation between these
decoding lgorithms an Prony’s met od of c rve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
So, [15] and [21, 22] ins ired th s thesis to establish recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A gr ph is a versatile to l to represent the high dim nsion l and complicated data
where t e at elem nts form a n de a d ar connect d t each ther bas d on some prop-
ertie like im lar ty or physical p oxi it . Co sider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
c si ting of N odes where V represent a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E repres nts
the ed es hich are w ighte based o some lation. E c n be represented in matrix
form an dj cen y atrix A or a l p acian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift oper ors. The a jacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defi ed as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a g n ral w ight d graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on g ven imi r ty funct on. Th lapl cian matrix is defined s,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a a onal mat ix wi iag al entries are the egree of the corresponding
no es an all ther entries are zero. A graph signal is an a tribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of graph. It c n have real o complex values. Figur 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
Be lekamp-Massey [17, 18] c r e tly identifi s the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified ay to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decodi g lgorithms an Pro y’s meth d of curv fitti g [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equival nt Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dim nsional and complicated data
whe the d ta elements form a node and a e connected to each other based on some prop-
erties ike similar ty r physical proxi ity. Consider a graph represented s G=(V,E),
consisting f N nodes wher V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
t e edges which re w ighted based o some r lation. E c n be represented in matrix
form as an adjace c tri A or a laplacian atrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operator . The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with t e diagonal entri s are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, graph s gnal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of graph. It can have re l or complex v lu s. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
wh re D is a diagon l m trix wit the diag nal ntries are the degree of the corre-
po d ng nod s and ll oth r n ri s a e zero.In s m c ses the normalized versions of
A an L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an exa ple of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
at these matrices are defi e for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.Mat ematically, a graph
si n l s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
an gr ph sig l.It c n als b t that the notion of adj cency on a g aph tells
us about certain co rel tion properties of the sign ls define on the graph.Classical
DSP c n be a sp cial case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and ring gr ph re nothing but aperiodic ti e signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
—insert figure here—
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where D is a diagonal matrix with i gonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding n des and all oth entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A a re us d.But i th s work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an xample of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that thes m trices are defi ed for fix ordering of nodes.
—i ert figu h re—
A g aph signal s n attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real r complex va ues.Fi shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
an a graph s gnal.I ca als be noted that t e otion of adjacency on a graph tells
us t certain correlation pro erties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP ca be a sp cial c se of GSP i the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperi dic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal matrix wit the dia onal entries a the degree of the corre-
spondi g n des and all other entries are zero I som case the nor alized versio s of
A and L are used.But in this work,only on-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a grap and he corresponding A a d L.It is important to note
t at these matrices ar defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
re l r compl x values.F sh ws an x mple f a graph with unity weights,five nodes
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us about certain corr lation properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
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wher D is a d agon l m rix with the diag al entries a the degree of the corre-
sp ding nodes nd all th r ent ies re ero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A an L are used.But i t i work,only non-norm ized versions are dealt with.Fig.
hows an exampl of a g aph and the corr sponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are fi ed or a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph sign l is an attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
sign l s=[s1, s2, .. , sN ]
T is a scalar fun tion defined on vertic s of a graph.It can have
real or co plex v lues.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
a graph s g a .It c n als b n te th t the otion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certai c rrelation properties of the si nals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a s ecial case of GSP i th sense, si nals defined on a path graph
a d ri g ra h are n thing but aper odic tim s gnals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2.2 Graph Shift
I he classical DSP, a shift in the t me d ain by one involves going from the current
ti e valu eithe the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
d main it is hig ly lik ly that a node has more tha one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of th shift for graph will be a line r combination of points or graph signals
values around that node weighted by the edg weights. So, a graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is a shift op r tor. It s chosen based o the application. It is interesting to note
that for a circulant graph, shifting of th graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time domain.
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Ill st tion of Dyn ic Sampling
(Successive cal A greg ions at single node)
1
3
4
5
11
1
1
1
1 1
Co sider the b v und cted graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix whic s given by:
S = A =
266664
0 1 0 1 0
1 1 1 0
0 0 1 1
1 1 0 1
0 1 1 0
377775
After eig nvalu d c position, w get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
0.3 7 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0. 5 0.1378   .5 00 0.3717  0.4700
0.6 5 0.1378  0.5100   .3717  0.4700
0.0   .7702 0.3 69  0.0000  0.5590
 0. 7 0.4294 0.4390   .6015  0.3505
377775
1
B rl kamp-Ma se [17, 1 c rrectl identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a implifi d w y t termine th error values o. The relation between these
d coding l rithms and P ny’s m th d of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] a 21, 2 ] spired is h sis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph sig als d velop an quivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Exis ing GSP Fram ork
A graph is a versatil o to represent the h gh dimensional and complicated data
wher the t l m nts fo nod and are c n ec e o each o h r based on s me prop-
ert e lik s milari y or ph ic l roximi y. C nsid a graph represented as G=(V,E),
c nsis ing of N node wh V pres nts a t of nod s [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
th dge w ich ar weig d b s d on som rel t o . E ca be represented in matrix
f as n a j cen y m t A r a l plac an m tr x L. These are commonly called as
shift ope ators. The djac y atrix i an N ⇥N m trix defined as,
(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For ne l ight d gra , wi,j can a y non-negative real number calculated based
on give simil rity func i . Th laplacia matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
wher ,D is a dia o l mat wi th d ago l entries are the degree of the corresponding
od s and all ot er entries ze o. A graph s gnal is an a tribute associated with the node.
Mathematic l y, graph si l x=[ 1, x , ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a g ph. It an ha e rea or complex v l s. Figure 1.1 sh ws an example of a graph
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Be lekamp-Mass y [17, 18] cor ectly d tifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
hows a simplified way to de ermin t r or values too. Th r lation between these
ecod ng algorit m an Pr y’s meth f curv fit ing [20] was fou d by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, 5] a d [2 , 22] in pired t is e is o e tablish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for gr ph sign ls and develop an uivalent Pro y’s m thod for them.
1 2 Existing GSP Framework
A g ph is ve tile to l t r pre th high im si nal and complicated data
w er the data l ments form a nod an re connec d to ach other b sed on some prop-
erti s like similarity or ph sical proxim . Consider a g aph represented as G=(V,E),
consisti g of N nodes where V r prese ts a set f nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
h edg s hich ar weighted based o m r lation. E can be represented in matrix
f rm an ja cy trix A or la n m trix L. The e r commonly call d
shif operat . Th adj c ncy trix is N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
ij (i, j) 2 E   0
otherwise
(1.1)
For g ner l w i hted graph, wi,j can ny on-n g tive real num er calculated based
o a giv simil rity function. Th lapla an matrix is defined as,
L D A (1.2)
w ere,D is a d ag nal m t ix w th t di nal ent ies are the deg e of the corresponding
no s a all oth r entries are z ro. A gr h signal is an attribute associated with the node.
M thematically, a graph si n l x=[x1, x .., xN ]T is a scalar function d fined on vertices
of a gr p . It c have real o c m lex alues. Figu e 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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wh re D is a diag l mat ix w the i go al n ries are e d gree of the corre-
pon ing nodes a d all ther en s ar zer .I om cases th n rmalized versions of
A and L are us d.B t in this w ,only n-normalized v rsions are dealt with.Fig.
sh ws n ex pl f a gr ph n the co resp ding A and L.I is imp rtant to note
h t th s a rices r defined f r a fixe ord ring of nodes.
—inser figur her —
A grap sig s n at ribut sociated wit the node.M thematically, a graph
sign l s=[s1, s2, .. , sN ]
T is a scal function efin d on vertices of graph.It can have
r al r compl x values.Fig sho s example of a graph ith unity weights,five nodes
nd a raph sign l.It ca s b oted h h noti of a j cency on a graph tel s
us bout ert in orrel tion pro rties of the sig als defined on the graph.Classical
DSP n be a special se of P i the se se, signals defined on a path graph
nd r ng r a nothing b t aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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wher D is a di go al r with th diagonal entri s are th degree of the corre-
spo ing n des d all er tri s are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A L u .But i thi ,o ly on- malized versions are dealt with.Fig.
s ows a x ple f a ph a th c res onding A and L.It is im orta t to ote
that thes m tri s e fi e for a fixed rderin of nodes.
—ins rt figu e he
A gr ph sig al is a tribu e assoc ted wit he no e.M thematically, a graph
sig =[s1, s2, ... sN ]
T a scal r function d fi d on ver ices of a graph.It can have
re l or compl x v l es.F s ows an ex mpl f graph with unity weig ts,five nodes
a a gr ig al.It c als b noted that th noti n of adjacency on a graph tells
us abou c t i c rr la ion r r ies of th sig als defined n th gr p .Classical
DSP can be a special se of in t e se s , sig ls define o path graph
and a ring g aph are n hi g but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respe tiv ly.
—insert figure here
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wh e D is a iag al ma rix w th the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding d a d ll oth t ie re z r .In some cases th normalized versions of
n L a e ed.But in th work, nly non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
s w a l f r ph and h correspond ng A and L.It is important to note
hes m ices ar d fined for fixed orderin of nodes.
i sert fi re her —
A g aph al is n a tribut ssoci t d it the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, , .., sN ]
T is scal r function d fined on vertic s of a graph.It can have
real or c mpl v lu s.Fig shows a exampl of a graph with u ity weights,five nodes
nd graph si l.It can also b n ted that th notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about c correlati pr p rt es of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP c n be special case of GSP in the se se, signals defined on a path graph
and ring gr h are noth ng but aperiodic time signal and periodic time signals
respectively.
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D is a diag al ma rix wit the d ag al entries are the degree of the corre-
n i g s nd all ot r e tries re z r .In some cases the normalized versions of
and L ar s d.But in thi ork,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
ws an ex m le f a gra a he c rr spondi g A and L.It is important to note
a hes matrice are fine fo fixed ordering of nodes.
—i s rt figure here—
A gr ph sig l s a at ribu e ass ci ted w th the node.Mathematically, a graph
n l s=[s1 2, ..., N ]
T i scal r function defined on v rtices of a graph.It can have
l or co p e value .F g s o s a example of a graph wit unity weights,five nodes
d r p i n l.I c n also b no ed hat the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
about c rt in cor lati n roperti s of the si na s defined on the graph.Classical
SP c n be a p cial case of GSP in t e sense, si nals defined on a path graph
a rin gr ph are othing but aperiodic t me sig ls and periodic time signals
spectively.
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Figure 5.2: Graph with signal indexed on each node
5.1.2 2 Gr h Shift
I the cl sical DSP, a s ift in the tim domain by ne involves going from the current
tim lue t i r the n xt time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain t is ighly likely that n de has more than on neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift f r graphs will be li ear combinatio of points or graph signals
valu s arou that node weig t by t e edge weight . So, graph shift is defined as:
x = Sx (5.3)
where S is h ft o era r It is ch sen based on the application. It is interesting to note
tha for a cir la t graph, shifti g of the graph signal by one is equivalent to a delay of one
in the time d ain.
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Figure 5.2: Discrete time signal represented in the form of a graph where each node cor-
responds to a time instant and all the edges are directed with a unit weight
5. .2 Motivation and Literature Survey
M threads led to the develop ent of Graph Signal Processing(GSP). A classical
work in spectral graph theory by [10] links the spectrum of the algebraic representation of
graphs to th structure of the graph. Work in image processing by [11] performs image
segmentation by considering image in the form of weighted graphs to connect pixels with
edges being a function of pixel distance and intensity difference. Work in semi-supervised
20
Figure 5.3: A social networks graph where the nodes represent persons and are connected
on the basis of their likings or similarity
learning by [12] uses Laplacian regularization on graphs for estimating labels for unla-
belled data. Work in network analysis by [13] makes use of the graph transform in vertex
domain for the first time to filter information in a node as a function of surrounding nodes.
All of these works motivated the development of a generalized framework for signal pro-
cessing by [14]. Classical signal processing is a specific example of this but in the time
domain. Similar things can be performed in space or graph domain[1]. Works by [15] and
[16] give a good background on the GSP framework and their applications. It is shown that
analogous to DSP, in GSP various techniques such as shift, convolution, Fourier transform,
sampling, compressed sensing etc., can be performed.
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5.1.3 Basic Concepts
5.1.3.1 Graph and Graph Signal
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G = (V , E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation/similarity. Edges can be directed or
undirected depending upon the applications. For example, in a temperature sensor network
each city can be a node and its temperature can be a signal and the cities are connected
with edges weighted by the physical distance between them. E can be represented in
matrix form. The two most common matrices used are the adjacency matrix A and the
Laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as shift operators. The adjacency matrix
is an N ×N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =

wij (i, j) ∈ E ≥ 0
0 otherwise.
(5.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The Laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D− A (5.2)
where, D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries being the degree of the correspond-
ing nodes and all other entries being zero. In some cases the normalized versions of A and
L are used. In this thesis, only non-normalized versions are considered.
Example 1. Fig. 5.4 shows an example of a graph with five nodes and the corresponding
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A and L. It is important to note that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of
nodes.
We assume that we don’t know the positions of the non-zero frequency coefficients.
Let the frequency-domain signal be:
xˆ =
266666666664
0.2
0
0
0.3
0
377777777775
So, assuming we select the node i = 3 we need to select the first four elements from
y3 in order to fully recover the signal s.
L =
266666666664
2  1 0  1 0
 1 3  1  1 0
0  1 3  1  1
 1  1  1 4  1
0 0  1  1 2
377777777775
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adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266666666664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377777777775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266666666664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377777777775
⇤ =
266666666664
 1.6180 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000  1.4728 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000  0.4626 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6180 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.9354
377777777775
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Figure 5.7: Undirected Graph
is given by:
S = A =
266666666664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377777777775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266666666664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377777777775
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Figure 5.4: Graph with its A and L
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node. Mathematically, a graph signal
x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph. It can have real or
complex values.
Example 2. Fig. 5.5 shows an example of a graph with unity weights, five nodes and a
graph signal.
It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells us about certain
similarities of the signals defined on the graph. Classical DSP can be a special case of
GSP in the sense, signals defined on a ring graph are nothing but periodic time signals as
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined on vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlation properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic time signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
—insert figure here—
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represe ts
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s m t od for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with t e diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an ttribute associated with the ode.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.Mathematically, a graph
signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar function defined o vertices of a graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a graph signal.It can also be noted that the notion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlation properties of the signals defined on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special case of GSP in the sense, signals defined on a path graph
and a ring graph are nothing but aperiodic ime signals and periodic time signals
respectively.
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized ver i ns of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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Figure 5.7: Undirected Graph
is given by:
S = A =
266666666664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377777777775
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266666666664
0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015  0.3505
 0.6015 0.1378  0.5100 0.3717  0.4700
0.6015 0.1378  0.5100  0.3717  0.4700
0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
377777777775
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Figure 5.5: Graph with signal indexed on each node
already shown in Fig. 5.2. The adjacency matrix in this case is,
A =

0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0

.
5.1.3.2 Graph Shift
In the classical DSP, a shift in the time domain by one involves going from the current
time value to either the next time value or the previous time value. But in the graph
domain it is highly likely that a node has more than one neighbor. Therefore, a generalized
definition of the shift for graphs will be a linear combination of points or graph signals
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values around that node weighted by the edge weights. So, a graph shift is defined as,
x = Sx (5.3)
where, S is a shift operator which is either the adjacency matrix or the Laplacian matrix.
It is interesting to note that for a circulant graph, shifting of the graph signal by one is
equivalent to a delay of one in the time domain.
5.1.3.3 Graph Fourier Transform
The Graph Fourier Transform(GFT) of a graph signal x is the decomposition of the
graph signal with respect to an orthonormal eigenvector basis U and is given by xˆ = U−1x.
The inverse GFT is given by x = Uxˆ. The eigenvector basis U can be obtained from either
of the two approaches mentioned below and each element of an eigenvector is associated
with the corresponding node in the graph.
5.1.3.4 GSP Approaches
There are two basic GSP approaches depending on the type of operator,
1. The first approach is called the graph spectral approach which is based on the graph
Laplacian matrix i.e., S = L . It emerged from the spectral graph theory, which is a
tool to define frequency spectra for graph Fourier transforms[10]. It is the discrete
version of the Laplace operator used in calculus. The graph Laplacian is a real sym-
metric matrix and for undirected graphs, it is a positive semidefinite matrix too. It
has a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors denoted as U=[u1, u2, ..., uN ]. These
eigenvectors have corresponding eigenvalues denoted asΛ=[λ1, λ2, ...λN ] satisfying
the equation Lul=λlul,∀ l = 1, , ..., N . So,
L = UΛU−1. (5.4)
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The graph Fourier basis corresponds to the eigenvectors of the Laplacian matrix.
The eigenvalues are called as the graph frequencies. The eigenvectors with large
eigenvalues have more sign changes than the ones with small eigenvalues.The notion
of bandwidth of a graph signal is given by the maximum eigenvalue of the non-zero
frequency coefficients. Since the Laplacian is symmetric and positive semi-definite,
the graph frequencies i.e., the eigenvalues are real-valued, nonnegative and ordered.
Due to this, Laplacian-based methods are only applicable to undirected graphs with
real and non-negative weights. However, [17] suggests a way to find Laplacian for
directed graphs.
2. The second approach is called the linear algebra approach which is based on the
graph adjacency matrix i.e., S = A. It emerged from algebraic signal processing
theory[14]. The graph Fourier basis corresponds to the eigenvectors of the adjacency
matrix which are found by the eigenvalue decomposition of A given by,
A = UΛU−1. (5.5)
However, the frequencies(eigenvalues) are not ordered in this case. Ordering is
defined on the basis of a parameter called Total Variation(TV) which is a measure
of the similarity between a graph signal and it’s shifted version[18] given by,
TV (x) = ||x− Ax||1. (5.6)
The frequency components with less variation are called low frequencies and those
with more variations are called high frequencies. The notion of bandwidth of a graph
signal is given by the number of non-zero frequency coefficients. Adjacency-based
methods are applicable to both undirected and directed graphs.
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Remark 1. The interesting thing to note is that the choice of basis i.e., L or A eigenvectors
are graph dependent and not graph signal dependent.
5.2 Sampling of Graph Signals
5.2.1 Introduction
Sampling followed by interpolation is one of the most important techniques in classical
signal processing. The results from time series signals can be extended to signals defined
on graphs. There are two implementation approaches for selecting the nodes namely de-
terministic and random. In the deterministic approach, a node is either chosen or discarded
where as in the random approach the nodes are sampled according to a particular distri-
bution. The former is accurate while the latter is fast and scalable. Typically, there are
two sampling strategies commonly used namely experimentally designed sampling and
active sampling. While the former is designed based on graph structure(i.e., degree or
closeness) only, the later is designed based on the the graph structure and a feedback. The
next question that arises is, how can the nodes be sampled. There are three ways avail-
able, namely sub-sampling, local sampling and aggregation sampling. Sub-sampling or
commonly known as decimation or vertex-based sampling is the same as that of the one
used in classical DSP where signals supported on individual nodes are sampled. In local
sampling, a linear combination of signals supported on a subset of nodes are sampled. In
aggregation sampling, signals supported on individual nodes over time are sampled. This
will be discussed in the next section. While sub-sampling and local sampling focus on
where to sample in the vertex domain, aggregation sampling trades off between where to
sample in the vertex domain and when to sample in the time domain. Before sampling,
it is very important to figure out the kinds of signals to be sampled. There are basically
three kinds of signals of interest. They are spectrum-aware signals, spectrum-blind signals
and vertex-sparse signals. Spectrum-aware signals are the ones whose spectrum(support)
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is known and sparse. It is the counter part of the classical bandlimited signal. Spectrum-
blind signals are the ones whose spectrum is sparse but the support is unknown. Vertex
sparse signals are the ones that are sparse in the graph domain with a certain sparsity. The
obvious next step is to apply the various sampling strategies to these signals using either a
deterministic or a random approach.
5.2.2 Survey of the recent works
One of the first works on sampling of graph signals is reported in [19] which gives the
optimality conditions for combinatorial graphs. Work by [20] defines a space signal model
where the graph shift is a linear combination of points in a lattice and not the one that goes
from left to right (like delay in time domain). The sampling theorem for space models
is also stated from continuous space domain to discrete space domain, which completely
mimics the classical sampling theorem. Many approaches and strategies are proposed for
sampling. [21] uses an experimentally designed sub-sampling method deterministically
for signals whose support is known. The key idea is that, the eigenvalue decomposition
of the Laplacian is avoided by estimating bandwidth in vertex domain with help of graph
spectral proxies after which the sampling set is selected. [22] also works along the same
line by applying the adjacency matrix instead. [23] and [24] use an experimentally de-
signed sub-sampling method randomly for signals whose support is known. In [23], the
adjacency matrix approach is used and node is sampled based on a sampling score. The
key result is that, this is robust to noise. [25] uses an active sub-sampling method randomly
for signals whose support is known. This method doesn’t quite outperform the previous
methods, but empirically it is extremely helpful for smaller graphs due to its feedback
mechanism. [26] performs an experimentally designed sub-sampling method randomly
for signals whose support is unknown. An l-1 optimization framework is used and it out-
performs the deterministic approach for the case of irregular graphs.[27] performs a local
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sampling for signals whose support is known. Here the linear combination of samples is
taken followed by partitioning after which samples from each partition are taken for further
sub-sampling. The key result is that, an iterative recovery algorithm is developed for both
noiseless and noisy case in which the local averaging weights(related to the bandwidth)
are designed according to noise to control the error. [28] uses an active local sampling
approach for signals that are sparse in the vertex domain. Due to the feedback mechanism,
this can recover supports under small SNR when activated nodes are clustered together.
[29] performs an aggregation sampling for signals when the support is known as well as
unknown. When the support is known, the key result is that when one node is sampled
each time(aggregated samples), perfect recovery is possible under some constraints on the
graph. When the support is unknown, sampling strategy is proposed and support identifi-
cation is done by solving the l-1 optimization problem which reduces to the basis pursuit
problem.
5.2.3 Aggregation Sampling
5.2.3.1 Definition and illustration
One of the sampling strategies is the aggregation sampling (also known as dynamic
sampling) of signals at a single node. Let G be a graph as discussed above which is pro-
vided with a graph shift operator S defined as an N ×N matrix whose entry (i, j),denoted
as Sij , can be non-zero only if i = j or (j, i) ∈ E . Commonly the shift operator is either
the adjacency matrix or the Laplacian. As already mentioned, intuitively the shift gives a
linear transformation that can be computed locally at the nodes of the graph. Consider the
shifted signal as y=[y1, y2, ..., yN ]T , then shift is defined as,
y = Sx. (5.7)
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So, node i can compute yi provided it has access to the values of xj at its incoming neigh-
bors j ∈ V . It is assumed that S is diagonalizable, so there exists an N ×N matrix U and
an N ×N diagonal matrix Λ such that,
S = UΛU−1. (5.8)
Let the l-th shifted signal be defined as,
y(l) = Slx (5.9)
and the N ×N matrix Y be defined as,
Y = [y(0), y(1), .....y(N−1)] = [x,Sx, .......,SN−1x]. (5.10)
The successively aggregated signal at a selected node i is defined as,
yi = (e
T
i Y)
T = YT ei (5.11)
where, ei is a N×1 with all entries being zero except the i-th one. We also define a matrix
Ek=[e1, e2, ..., ek]. Equation (5.11) can be written as,
yi = YT ei = (UU−1Y)T ei = (U−1Y)TUT ei = (U−1Y)Tvi (5.12)
where, vi = UT ei. Let C be the k ×N selection matrix which when applied on the signal
x choses k out of N elements in x. So, the sampled successively aggregated signal at node
i is given by,
y˜i = Cyi = C(U−1Y)Tvi. (5.13)
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Fig. 5.6 shows a concise block diagram of this sampling strategy.
Shifted Signal: y(l) = Slx
Y = [y(0), y(1), .....y(N−1)]T
Aggregated Signal at node i:
yi = YT ei
Sampled Signal: y˜i = Cyi
Figure 5.6: Aggregation sampling flow chart
Example 3. A small illustration of this strategy is given here. Consider the undirected
graph of N = 5 nodes as shown in Fig. 5.7. The Shift operator here is the adjacency
matrix which is given by,
S = A =

0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0

.
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Figure 5.7: Undirected Graph
After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = UΛU−1 where,
U =

0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 0.6015 −0.3505
−0.6015 0.1378 −0.5100 0.3717 −0.4700
0.6015 0.1378 −0.5100 −0.3717 −0.4700
0.0000 −0.7702 0.3069 −0.0000 −0.5590
−0.3717 0.4294 0.4390 −0.6015 −0.3505

Λ =

−1.6180 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 −1.4728 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 −0.4626 0.0000 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.6180 0.0000
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 2.9354

.
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Let E be a N × k matrix and ei be its i-th column.
E =

1 0 0 . . .
0 1 0 . . .
0 0 1 . . .
0 0 0 . . .
0 0 0 . . .

.
Let the selection matrix be C = ETk . We assume that we know the positions of the non-zero
frequency coefficients. Let it be the first two coefficients i.e., sparsity is k =2. Let the
graph domain signal be,
x =

0.203
−0.0789
0.1617
−0.2311
0.0545

.
So, the frequency domain signal is xˆ = U−1x given by,
xˆ =

0.2
0.3
0
0
0

.
Let Y = [x,Ax,A2x,A3x,A4x] contain the shifted versions of the signal, so
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Y =
[ x1 x2+x4 2x1+x2+x4+x5 2x1+5x2+3x3+6x4+3x5 11x1+11x2+14x3+13x4+8x5
x2 x1+x3+x4 x1+3x2+x3+2x4+2x5 5x1+4x2+7x3+7x4+3x5 11x1+19x2+14x3+17x4+12x5
x3 x2+x4+x5 2x1+x2+3x3+2x4+x5 3x1+7x2+4x3+5x4+4x5 14x1+14x2+19x3+19x4+10x5
x4 x1+x2+x3+x4+x5 x1+2x2+2x3+4x4+x5 6x1+7x2+7x3+6x4+5x5 13x1+19x2+19x3+24x4+12x5
x5 x3+x4 x1+2x2+x3+x4+x5 3x1+3x2+5x3+6x4+2x5 9x1+10x2+12x3+12x4+7x5
]
.
We assume the node selected is i = 3. The aggregated signal at node 3 is given by,
y3 = YT e3 =

x3
x2 + x4 + x5
2x1 + x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 + x5
3x1 + 7x2 + 4x3 + 5x4 + 4x5
14x1 + 14x2 + 19x3 + 19x4 + 10x5

=

0.1617
−0.2556
0.4047
−0.6417
1.0191

.
So, the sampled signal is,
y˜3 = Cy3 = ET2 y3 =
 0.1617
−0.2556
 . (5.14)
Fig. 5.8 shows an intuitive view of this sampling strategy (only the first two shifts are
shown).
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6. SPECTRAL ESTIMATION FOR GRAPH SIGNALS USING RS DECODING
In the previous chapter, we discussed a method to sample a graph signal. In this chap-
ter, we propose an efficient reconstruction algorithm to recover the k-sparse graph signal,
given the 2k samples obtained using the aggregation sampling strategy. We exploit the
Vandermonde structure in the sampling strategy to build a less complex algorithm, which
is discussed in the following section.
6.1 Presence of Vandermonde Structure
From equation (5.10) the l-th column of Y is given by,
Sl−1x = UΛl−1U−1x = UΛl−1xˆ. (6.1)
Therefore, the l-th column of U−1Y is given by,
U−1UΛl−1xˆ = Λl−1xˆ = diag(xˆ)[λl−11 , λ
l−1
2 , ....λ
l−1
N ]
T . (6.2)
Let the powers of the λ’s for l = 1, 2..., N be stored in a matrix which is defined as,
Ψ =

1 1 . . . 1
λ1 λ2 . . . λN
λ21 λ
2
2 . . . λ
2
N
λ31 λ
3
2 . . . λ
3
N
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
λN−11 λ
N−1
2 . . . λ
N−1
N

.
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We observe that this matrix turns out to be a Vandermonde matrix. So, U−1Y can be
written as,
U−1Y = diag(sˆ)ΨT . (6.3)
Now, substituting (6.3) in (5.12)
yi = (U−1Y)Tvi = [diag(xˆ)ΨT ]Tvi = Ψdiag(xˆ)vi = Ψdiag(vi)xˆ. (6.4)
Let C be the k × N selection matrix which when applied on the signal x choses k out of
N elements in x. The sampled successively aggregated signal at node i is given by,
y˜i = Cyi = CΨdiag(vi)xˆ. (6.5)
Using the same example as in the previous section,
v3 = UT e3 =

0.6015
0.1378
−0.5100
−0.3717
−0.4700

.
The Vandermonde matrix can be formed as,
Ψ =

1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000
−1.6180 −1.4728 −0.4626 0.6180 2.9354
2.6180 2.1692 0.2140 0.3820 8.6168
−4.2361 −3.1949 −0.0990 0.2361 25.2939
6.8541 4.7056 0.0458 0.1459 74.2486

.
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So,
y3 = Ψdiag(v3)xˆ =

1 1 1 1 1
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
λ21 λ
2
2 λ
2
3 λ
2
4 λ
2
5
λ31 λ
3
2 λ
3
3 λ
3
4 λ
3
5
λ41 λ
4
2 λ
4
3 λ
4
4 λ
4
5


v11 0 0 0 0
0 v22 0 0 0
0 0 v33 0 0
0 0 0 v44 0
0 0 0 0 v55


xˆ1
xˆ2
0
0
0

. (6.6)
Therefore,
y3 =

v11sˆ1 + v22xˆ2
λ1v11xˆ1 + λ2v22xˆ2
λ21v11xˆ1 + λ
2
2v22xˆ2
λ31v11xˆ1 + λ
3
2v22xˆ2
λ41v11xˆ1 + λ
4
2v22xˆ2

=

0.1617
−0.2556
0.4047
−0.6417
1.0191

.
The sampled version of y3 is given by,
y˜3 = Cy3 = ET2 y3 =
 v11xˆ1 + v22xˆ2
λ1v11sˆ1 + λ2v22xˆ2
 =
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0


0.1617
−0.2556
0.4047
−0.6417
1.0191

.
Hence,
y˜3 =
 0.1617
−0.2556
 . (6.7)
Equations (5.14) and (6.7) are the same which shows the equivalency in both domains. The
main take way from this derivation is equation (6.5) which gives a way for the proposed
38
work.
6.2 Proposed algorithm
Consider equation (6.5),
y˜i = Cyi = CΨdiag(vi)xˆ. (6.8)
Since Ψ is a Vandermonde matrix, CΨ also has a Vandermonde structure. As xˆ is
k-sparse that means the term diag(vi)xˆ is also a k-sparse vector. Let CΨ = H and
diag(vi)xˆ = e and y˜i = y′. Then equation (6.8) can be written as,
y′ = He. (6.9)
Now, this equation has a structure which is same as the ones we have seen before in
equations (2.16) and (3.3) i.e., the syndrome and sensing matrix equations respectively.
This means that taking ideas from Chapter 2.2.2 we can derive an equivalent RS decoding
for GSP. Lets derive in the form of an example and then generalize it.
Example 4. Consider the same graph as in Example 1 and 2. Equation (6.6) can be
written as,
y′ = Cy3 =

1 1 1 1 1
λ1 λ2 λ3 λ4 λ5
λ21 λ
2
2 λ
2
3 λ
2
4 λ
2
5
λ31 λ
3
2 λ
3
3 λ
3
4 λ
3
5


v11xˆ1
v22xˆ2
0
0
0

.
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Let e1 = v11xˆ1 and e2 = v22xˆ2. This equivalently can be written as,

y′1
y′2
y′3
y′4

=

e1 + e2
e1λ1 + e2λ2
e1λ
2
1 + e2λ
2
2
e1λ
3
1 + e2λ
3
2

.
Let us form a polynomial similar to the polynomial in equations (4.6) and (4.14),
Γ(w) = (1− λ1w)(1− λ2w) = 1 + Γ1w + Γ2w2. (6.10)
The roots of this polynomial are λ−11 and λ
−1
2 . So, Γ(λ
−1
1 ) = 0 and Γ(λ
−1
2 ) = 0. Therefore,
Γ(λ−11 ) = Γ2λ
−2
1 + Γ1λ
−1
1 + 1 = 0 (6.11)
and
Γ(λ−12 ) = Γ2λ
−2
2 + Γ1λ
−1
2 + 1 = 0. (6.12)
Multiplying equation (6.11) by e1λ21 and (6.12) by e2λ
2
2,
e1λ
2
1Γ(λ
−1
1 ) = Γ2e1 + Γ1e1λ1 + e1λ
2
1 = 0 (6.13)
and
e2λ
2
2Γ(λ
−1
2 ) = Γ2e2 + Γ1e2λ2 + e2λ
2
2 = 0. (6.14)
Adding equations (6.13) and (6.14) we get,
Γ2(e1 + e2) + Γ1(e1λ1 + e2λ2) + (e1λ
2
1 + e2λ
2
2) = 0. (6.15)
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Simplifying this we get,
Γ2y
′
1 + Γ1y
′
2 + y
′
3 = 0. (6.16)
Similarly, repeating this procedure again by multiplying equations (6.11) and (6.12) by
e1λ
3
1 and e2λ
3
2 respectively and proceeding in the same way we get,
Γ2y
′
2 + Γ1y
′
3 + y
′
4 = 0. (6.17)
Writing equation (6.9) and (6.10) in the matrix form we get,
−y′3
−y′4
 =
y1 y2
y2 y3

Γ2
Γ1
 . (6.18)
The coefficients of this polynomial can be found by the inverting the 2× 2 Toeplitz matrix.
The roots of the polynomial gives the required λ’s.
Generalizing this to any k-sparse signal, we get,

−y′k+1
−y′k+2
.
.
.
−y′2k

=

y1 y2 . . . yk
y2 y3 . . . yk+1
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
yk yk+1 . . . y2k−1


Γk
Γk−1
.
.
.
Γ1

. (6.19)
This equation is similar to equation (4.16) thus proving the justification that the RS de-
coding is indeed applicable for graph signals. This way of forming the polynomial is also
done by the Berlekamp-Massey(BM) algorithm. The roots gives us the locations of the
non-zero elements in the k-sparse vector. The values of these non-zero elements are com-
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puted by the Forney’s algorithm. In the next two sections, we shall discuss briefly about
the BM and Forney’s algorithm.
6.2.1 Berlekamp-Massey algorithm for complex field
Berlekamp-Massey algorithm[30] is an algorithm that computes the error locator poly-
nomial by finding the shortest linear feedback register. The inputs to this algorithm are a
set of syndromes(S’s) computed while decoding RS codes. Let L be the number of errors
and N be the number of syndromes. The error locator polynomial P (x) for L errors is
defined as,
P (x) = 1 + P1x+ P2x
2 + ...+ PL−1xL−1 + PLxL. (6.20)
The aim of the algorithm is to determine the polynomial P (x) with minimum degree L
i.e., the coefficients P1, P2, ...PL which result in all the syndromes such that,
Sn + P1Sn−1 + ...+ PLSn−L = 0, L ≤ n ≤ N − 1.
P (x) is initialized to 1 and L is initialized to zero. n is the iterator which changes from
0 to N − 1. B(x) is a copy of the last P (x) and initialized to 1, d is the discrepancy, b is
the copy of the last discrepancy d and is initialized to 1, m is the number of iterations and
initialized to 1.
Each iteration of the algorithm calculates the discrepancy d. At the k-th iteration d is
given by,
d = Sk + P1Sk−1 + ...+ PLSk−L = 0. (6.21)
If d = 0, the algorithm assumes that P (x) and L are correctly found and proceeds by
incrementing m. If d 6= 0, P (x) is modified as,
P (x) = P (x)−
(
d
b
)
xmB(x). (6.22)
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The xm term shifts B(x), so that it follows the syndromes corresponding to b. The dis-
crepancy d is again recalculated as,
d = Sk + P1Sk−1 + ...−
(
d
b
)
(Sj +B1Sj−1 + ...) = 0. (6.23)
After thisL is also incremented. This process continues until all the syndromes are covered
and finally the output is the error locator polynomial whose roots can be found numerically
using the MATLAB command roots().
6.2.2 Forney’s Algorithm
Once the error locator polynomial and its roots are found, the next step is to find out
the error values. The inputs to this algorithm are the syndromes and the error locator
polynomial. Consider the syndrome equation given by,
Sj =
L∑
l=1
eilX
j
l for j = 1, 2..., 2t (6.24)
where, L is the number of errors in the received codeword and t is the error correcting
ability of the RS code. With the knowledge of the error locators obtained from the roots
of the error locator polynomial, we can setup and solve a set of linear equations:

S1
S2
S3
S4
.
.
S2t

=

X1 X2 . . . XL
X21 X
2
2 . . . X
2
L
X31 X
3
2 . . . X
3
L
X41 X
4
2 . . . X
4
L
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
X2t1 X
2t
2 . . . X
2t
L


ei1
ei2
ei3
ei4
.
.
eiL

. (6.25)
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Let us define a syndrome polynomial as,
S(x) = S1 + S2x+ S3x
2 + ...+ S2tx
2t−1 =
2t−1∑
j=0
Sj+1x
j. (6.26)
Also, let an error evaluator polynomial be defined as,
ω(x) = S(x)P (x) (mod x2t) (6.27)
where, P (x) is the error locator polynomial with roots X−1l . The modulo x
2t discards all
the terms of degree greater than or equal to 2t. Then the error values for an RS code are
given by[30],
eik = −
ω(X−1k )
P ′(X−1k )
(6.28)
where, P ′(x) is the derivative of P (x).
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7. MULTIPLE ACCESS COMMUNICATION CHANNEL
Consider a set ofN sensors distributed in a geographic region as shown in the Fig. 7.1.
Each sensor measures some physical quantity like temperature, humidity etc. All the sen-
sors are connected wirelessly to a base station. They transmit the signals(measurements)
i.e., xi’s simultaneously through a Multiple Access Communication(MAC) channel to the
base station as shown in Fig. 7.1. The signal is considered to be k-sparse in the GFT
domain. The base station receives a sum of the xi’s. The transmission process happens at
the expense of power(energy). The objective is to maximize the power efficiency of the
network. In this chapter, we discuss two MAC schemes. The first scheme is the Time
Division Multiple Access(TDMA) scheme which serves as a benchmark and the second
scheme is the proposed scheme based on GSP.
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SLOT-22 X +
SLOT-2kN X +
Base
Station
Channel
Decoder
Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relatio . E can be repres nted in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
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8. CONCLUSION
To summarize, in this thesis we explored the connections between coding theory, com-
pressed sensing and spectral estimation for graph signals. W also developed a Pr ny’s
method for graph signals that has a sub-linear time complexity. We then presented two ap-
plications namely MACC and anomaly detection where our proposed work can be applied.
An important thing to conclude from this work is that clever s mpling strat gies induce
good codes. For example, here we applied aggregation sampling which in turn induced
an RS code. Therefore, an open problem that comes out from this thesis is that efficient
sampling strategies can be designed to induce less complex codes and subsequently less
complex decoders like L w Density Parity Check(LDPC) can be designed for the spectral
estimation problem. A further extension of this or a challenge will be to apply these in a
noisy environment. Another open problem is the perform ce comparison of the Laplacian
and adjacency matrix approach in the CS framework. It would be interesting to find out
applicatio s/graphs wh re ea h of th s approaches would p form better than the other.
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Figure 7.1: MAC
7.1 TDMA scheme
A naive solution is to use the Time Division Multiple Access(TDMA) scheme where
each sensor is given a time slot to send its measurement. W ignore the dependence in the
45
measurements between the sensors. There are N time slots(one per sensor) as shown in
the Fig. 7.2. Let the total time frame be N seconds long for the N slots, B be the length
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shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
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For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
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where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
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8. CONCLUSION
To summariz , in this thesis we explored the connections between codi g the ry, com-
pressed sensing and spectral estimation for graph signals. W also developed a Pr ny’s
method for graph signals that has a sub-linear time complexity. We then presented two ap-
plications namely MACC nd anomaly detection where our proposed work can be applied.
An im ortant thing to conclude from this work is that clever s mpling strat gies induce
good codes. For example, here we applied aggregation sampling which in turn induced
an RS code. Therefore, an open problem that comes out from this thesis is that efficient
s mpling strategies an be designed to induc less complex codes and subsequently less
complex decoders like L w Density Parity Check(LDPC) can be designed for the spectral
estimation problem. A further extension of this or a challenge will be to apply t ese in a
noisy environment. Another open problem is the perform ce comparison of the Laplacian
and adjacency matrix approach in the CS framework. It would be interesting to find out
applicatio s/graphs wh re ea h of th s approaches would p form better t an the other.
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Figu e 7.2: TDMA based scheme
of the essage(in bits) sent by each sensor, Et be energy per channel use. One use of a
channel happens when a sensor sends all the B bits in one time slot. So, the total energy
consumed by all users for N slots is NEt. We know that the capacity of a TDMA scheme
per user is,
Capacity =
1
2
log
(
1 +
Et
σ2
)
. (7.1)
In order for the B bits to be transmitted successfully we require that,
1
2
log
(
1 +
Et
σ2
)
> B.
Simplifying this gives,
Et > 2
2Bσ2.
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Therefore, the total energy required is Etot = NEt = N22Bσ2. We observe that total
energy varies linearly with N .
7.2 Proposed scheme
Let us consider the set of N sensors distributed in a geographic region as nodes in a
graph and the measurement like temperature to be a graph signal. An example is shown in
the Fig. 7.3. We employ the following procedure based on our proposed work,
SLOT-11 X +
SLOT-22 X +
SLOT-2kN X +
Base
Station
Channel
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shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a ecovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals a d d velop an equivale t Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all o her entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Math matic lly, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
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where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adj cency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general we ghted graph, wi,j can be any n - gative real numb r calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is dia onal matrix with the dia onal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all ther entries re z ro. A gr ph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
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on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows simplified wa to det rmine the error values too. The relation between th se
decoding algo ithms nd Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was fou d by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are conn cted to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph repr sent d as G=(V,E),
consisting of N n des where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges whic are weight d base on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
hift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
F r a gener l we ghted gr ph, wi,j can be a y non- egative real number calculated based
on a given s milarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the di gonal entries are the degree of the corr sponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It c n hav real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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shows a simplified way to determine th rror values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and devel p an equiva ent Prony’s ethod for them.
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consisting of N nodes where V repres nts a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges whi h are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency m trix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. Th laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are common y called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] c rrectly identifies th error locations. Work by Forn y [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
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consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
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0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a eneral weighted graph, wi,j can be a y on-negative r al number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all o her entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
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of a gr ph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows n example of a graph
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Z =
2666666666666664
z11 z12 z13 z14 z15
z21 z22 z23 z24 z25
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
z2k1 z2k2 . . z2kN
3777777777777775
So the scaled signal is given by,
s =
2666666666666664
s1
s2
.
.
.
s2k
3777777777777775
=
2666666666666664
z11 z12 z13 z14 z 5
z21 z22 z23 z24 z25
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
z2k1 z2k2 . . z2kN
3777777777777775
2666666666666664
x1
x2
.
.
.
xN
3777777777777775
=
2666666666666664
z11x1 + z12x2 + ....
z21x1 + z22x2 + ...
.
.
.
z2k1x1 + z2k2x2 + ...
3777777777777775
In th s xampl , the first four powers (0 to 2k-1)of A are given by:
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266666666664
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
377777777775
,
266666666664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377777777775
,
266666666664
2 1 2 1 1
1 3 1 2 2
2 1 3 2 1
2 2 4 1
1 2 1 1 2
377777777775
,
266666666664
2 5 3 6 3
5 4 7 7 3
3 7 4 7 5
6 7 7 6 6
3 3 5 6 2
377777777775
Now, consid ring the node 3 i chosen, the 3rd row from each of these matric s
is picked d the scal factor matrix is formed as given below:
Z =
266666664
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
2 1 3 2 1
3 7 4 5 4
377777775
Finally, the scaled graph signal is formed as:
s =
266666666664
s1
s2
s3
s4
s5
377777777775
=
266666664
0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
2 1 3 2 1
3 7 4 5 4
377777775
266666666664
x1
x2
x3
x4
x5
377777777775
=
266666664
x3
x2 + x4 + x5
2x1 + x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 + x5
3x1 + 7x2 + 4x3 + 5x4 + 4x5
377777775
The signal s is sent to the base station.
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266666666664
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1
377777777775
,
266666666664
0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
377777777775
,
266666666664
2 1 2 1 1
1 3 1 2 2
2 1 3 2 1
1 2 2 4 1
1 2 1 1 2
377777777775
,
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift p rator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
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0 1 0 1 0
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After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
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0.0000  0.7702 0.3069  0.0000  0.5590
 0.3717 0.4294 0.4390  0.6015  0.3505
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correct y identifies the error locations W rk by For ey 19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recove y algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s ethod for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
here the data elem ts form a n de an are connected to each other based on some prop-
rties like similarity or physic l proximi . Cons der a graph represented as G=(V,E),
c nsisting of N n des where V represe ts a set of nod s [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on s me relation. E can be r pres ted in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a aplacian matrix L. These ar common y called as
s ift operators. The adjac ncy matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwis
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be a y non-negat e real nu ber calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacia matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is diago al matrix with the i gonal entries are th degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an att ibute associat d with th node.
Mathematically, a gr ph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is scalar fu ctio efin d on vertices
of graph. It can have real or complex valu s. Figure 1.1 shows n example of a g a h
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where D is a diagonal matrix with the iagonal entries ar the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cas s the normalized versi ns of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A a d L.It is importa t to note
that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
—insert figure here—
A graph signal is an att bute associated wi h the node Mathe ically, a graph
s n l s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]
T is a scalar func ion define on vertices of graph.It can have
real or complex values.Fig shows an example of a graph with unity weights,five nodes
and a g aph sign l.It can also be noted that he n tion of adjacency on a graph tells
us about certain correlati n properties of the signals defin d on the graph.Classical
DSP can be a special ca e of GSP in t e sense, signals defi ed on a path gr ph
and a ring graph re nothing bu aperiodic time signals and periodic tim ignals
respectively.
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Figure 7.3: GSP based scheme
1. Given the graph structure, the first 2k powers of shift operator S is computed. In this
case, we consider S to be the A matrix.
2. A suitable node i is chosen which part cipates in the specific frequencies on which
signal x is expressed (i.e eTk vi 6= 0).
3. A matrix called the scaled factor matrix is formed by selecting the ith row of the
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first 2k powers of shift operator A and is represented as Z. Example 5 shows a clear
picture of the formation of the scaled factor matrix.
4. The graph signal is scaled using the Z matrix. For example, in slot 1 signal x1 is
scaled by a factor of z11, x2 is scaled by a factor of z12 and so on. Each of these
scaled versions are sent simultaneously to the base station.
5. The channel adds up these scaled signals forming a linear combination of the sig-
nal components. The base station receives these linear combinations and with the
knowledge of the scaled factor matrix decodes the signals with the help of the RS
decoding scheme for graph signals mentioned in the previous section.
Let the scaled matrix formed be given as,
Z =

z11 z12 z13 z14 z15
z21 z22 z23 z24 z25
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
z2k1 z2k2 . . z2kN

.
So the scaled signal is given by,
s =

s1
s2
.
.
.
s2k

=

z11 z12 z13 z14 z15
z21 z22 z23 z24 z25
. . . . .
. . . . .
. . . . .
z2k1 z2k2 . . z2kN


x1
x2
.
.
.
xN

=

z11x1 + z12x2 + ....
z21x1 + z22x2 + ...
.
.
.
z2k1x1 + z2k2x2 + ...

.
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Example 5. Consider the graph as shown in Fig. 7.3. The first four powers (0 to 2k-1)of
A are given by,
1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 1

,

0 1 0 1 0
1 0 1 1 0
0 1 0 1 1
1 1 1 0 1
0 0 1 1 0

,

2 1 2 1 1
1 3 1 2 2
2 1 3 2 1
1 2 2 4 1
1 2 1 1 2

,

2 5 3 6 3
5 4 7 7 3
3 7 4 7 5
6 7 7 6 6
3 3 5 6 2

.
Now, considering that the 3rd node is chosen, the 3rd row from each of these matrices
is picked and the scaled factor matrix is formed as given below,
Z =

0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
2 1 3 2 1
3 7 4 5 4

.
Finally, the scaled graph signal is formed as,
s =

s1
s2
s3
s4

=

0 0 1 0 0
0 1 0 1 1
2 1 3 2 1
3 7 4 5 4


x1
x2
x3
x4
x5

=

x3
x2 + x4 + x5
2x1 + x2 + 3x3 + 2x4 + x5
3x1 + 7x2 + 4x3 + 5x4 + 4x5

.
The base station receives each of s1, s2, ...s2k in a slot. For example, the base station
receives x3 in slot 1, x2 + x4 + x5 in slot 2 and so on.
A model of the GSP based scheme is shown in Fig. 7.4. Let the total time frame be
same as TDMA i.e., N seconds but for the 2k slots. B be the length of the message(in
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8>><>>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal s=[s1, s2, ..., sN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
2
z
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bits) sent by each sensor and Eg be energy per channel use. The number of channel uses
in one slot will be N
2k
. So, the energy consumed per user is N
2k
× 2kEs = NEs. Therefore,
the total energy for N users is NEs × N = N2Es. Assuming we use lattice codes at the
physical layer, si’s can be decoded if,
N
4k
log
(
Es
σ2
)
> B.
Simplifying this gives,
Es > 2
4kB
N σ2. (7.2)
Therefore, the total energy required is,
Etot = N
2Es = N
2 × 2 −N4kBσ2 = N
2
2
N
4kB
σ2. (7.3)
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We observe that energy varies(decreases) exponentially with N . Also, the observations
i.e., the linear combinations contained in si’s are computed naturally by the channel model,
so no extra cost is incurred here. Therefore, this scheme is more power(energy) efficient
and less complex than the TDMA scheme.
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8. ANOMALY DETECTION
Consider a sensor network with N nodes which are connected on the basis of some
similarity. Let the signal indexed on the nodes be k-bandlimited i.e., few(k) low frequency
coefficients are active and many high frequency coefficients are zero. Fig. 8.1 shows
an example of a graph signal that is bandlimited in the underlying graph. The aim is to
identify the malfunctioning nodes(anomalies) and correct the erroneous signal.
where D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corre-
sponding nodes and all other entries are zero.In some cases the normalized versions of
A and L are used.But in this work,only non-normalized versions are dealt with.Fig.
shows an example of a graph and the corresponding A and L.It is important to note
that these matrices are defined for a fixed ordering of nodes.
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Consider the above undirected graph of N = 5 nodes. The Shift operator here is the
adjacency matrix which is given by:
S = A =
266664
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After eigenvalue decomposition, we get A = U⇤U 1,
U =
266664
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represe ts
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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Figure 4.2: Frequency domain representation
We consider a curve fitting technique called as Prony’s method to do spectral esti-
mation. This method has a low computational complexity and a nice connection to RS
decoding.
4.1 Prony’s Method
Prony’s Method was developed by Prony in 1795 in order to explain the expansion
of various gases. It is a technique for modeling sampled data as a linear combination of
exponentials. This method is not a spectral estimation technique but it has a very close
relation to the least square linear prediction algorithms. It extracts complex exponential
signals from time series signal by solving a set of linear equations. Assuming the n com-
plex time domain data samples x1, x2..., xn, the function to be found is approximated by t
exponential functions as,
yj =
tX
l=1
Ale
(↵l+i!l)(j 1)Tp+i l (4.1)
where, j = 1, 2, ..., n, Tp is the sampling period, Al is the amplitude, ↵l is the damping
factor, !l is the angular velocity and  l is the initial phase. Assuming the initial phase
and angular velocity to be zero, let zl = Al and Wl = e↵kTp , then this function may be
14
Figure 8.1: Graph with a sparse signal
Let x be the signal defined on the nodes. Since the signal is k-bandlimited that means
the GFT of F(x) = 0 for frequency coefficients more than k. Suppose few of the nodes
malfunction so that the signal is perturbed by some error i.e.,
x′ = x+ e. (8.1)
So, the high frequency coefficients are no more zero. Fig. 8.2 shows the perturbed signal
due to the malfunctioning of nodes 1 and 3.
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y˜3 = Cy3 = E
T
2 y3 =
264 0.1617
 0.2556
375 (21)
(20) and (21) are the same which shows the equivalency in both domains.
2. Support is unknown
We assume that we don’t know the positions of the non-zero frequency coe -
cients. Let the frequency-domain signal be:
xˆ =
266666666664
0.2
0
0
0.3
0
377777777775
So, assuming we select the node i = 3 we need to select the first four elements
from y3 in order to fully recover the signal s.
x0 =
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x1
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x4
x5
377777777775
+
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e1
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e2
0
0
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Berlekamp-Massey [17, 18] correctly identifies the error locations. Work by Forney [19]
shows a simplified way to determine the error values too. The relation between these
decoding algorithms and Prony’s method of curve fitting [20] was found by Wolf in [21,
22]. So, [15] and [21, 22] inspired this thesis to establish a recovery algorithm like [17,
18, 19] for graph signals and develop an equivalent Prony’s method for them.
1.2 Existing GSP Framework
A graph is a versatile tool to represent the high dimensional and complicated data
where the data elements form a node and are connected to each other based on some prop-
erties like similarity or physical proximity. Consider a graph represented as G=(V,E),
consisting of N nodes where V represents a set of nodes [v1,v2,....,vN ] and E represents
the edges which are weighted based on some relation. E can be represented in matrix
form as an adjacency matrix A or a laplacian matrix L. These are commonly called as
shift operators. The adjacency matrix is an N ⇥N matrix defined as,
A(i, j) =
8><>:
wij (i, j) 2 E   0
0 otherwise
(1.1)
For a general weighted graph, wi,j can be any non-negative real number calculated based
on a given similarity function. The laplacian matrix is defined as,
L = D A (1.2)
where,D is a diagonal matrix with the diagonal entries are the degree of the corresponding
nodes and all other entries are zero. A graph signal is an attribute associated with the node.
Mathematically, a graph signal x=[x1, x2, ..., xN ]T is a scalar function defined on vertices
of a graph. It can have real or complex values. Figure 1.1 shows an example of a graph
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We consider a curve fitting technique called as Prony’s method to do spectral esti-
mation. This method has a low computational complexity and a nice connection to RS
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4.1 Prony’s Method
Prony’s Method was developed by Prony in 1795 in order to explain the expansion
of various gases. It is a technique for modeling sampled data as a linear combination of
exponentials. This method is not a spectral estimation technique but it has a very close
relation to the least square linear prediction algorithms. It extracts complex exponential
signals from time series signal by solving a set of linear equations. Assuming the n com-
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exponential functions as,
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factor, !l is the angular velocity and  l is the initial phase. Assuming the initial phase
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Figure 8.2: Graph with a perturbed signal
The GFT of the perturbed signal will now be given as,
F(x′) = F(x+ e) = F(x) + F(e). (8.2)
If only the high frequency coefficients are con idered say from index k + 1 to N , then
F(x′) = F(x) + F(e) = 0 + F(e). (8.3)
The aim is to compute the malfunctioning nodes(anomalies) and the locations where they
are present. We frame this as a CS problem by considering the F(e) as the measurements
and the k + 1 to N columns of the eigenvector matrix as the sensing matrix and apply
algorithms like LASSO and Orthogonal Matching Pursuit(OMP) to obtain the sparse error
vector and their (malfunctioning node) locations. Fig. 8.3 shows a block diagram of the
approach.
For simulation purpose, a real temperature data from sensors located at 150 major
US cities is taken. The dataset is available at ftp://ftp.ncdc.noaa.gov/pub/
data/gsod. The sensors are represented in the form of a graph using geographical
distances between them as shown in Fig. 8.4. Here each sensor corresponds to a node and
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Figure 8.3: Anomaly Detection Model
is connected to its six nearest sensors with undirected edges weighted by a factor given
in[18]. The temperature values are considered as graph signal.
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Assuming, without a loss of generality, that dataset elements
are complex scalars, we define a graph signal as a map from the
set of nodes into the set of complex numbers :
(1)
Notice that each signal is isomorphic to a complex-valued
vector with elements. Hence, for simplicity of discussion,
we write graph signals as vectors ,
but remember that each element is indexed by node of a
given representation graph , as defined by (1). The
space of graphs signals (1) then is identical to .
We illustrate representation graphs with examples shown
in Fig. 1. The directed cyclic graph in Fig. 1(a) represents a
finite, periodic discrete time series [44]. All edges are directed
and have the same weight 1, reflecting the causality of a time
series; and the edge from to reflects its periodicity.
The two-dimensional rectangular lattice in Fig. 1(b) represents
a general digital image. Each node corresponds to a pixel, and
each pixel value (intensity) is related to the values of the four
adjacent pixels. This relation is symmetric, hence all edges
are undirected and have the same weight, with possible excep-
tions of boundary nodes that may have directed edges and/or
different edge weights, depending on boundary conditions
[45]. Other lattice models can be used for images as well [48].
The graph in Fig. 1(c) represents temperature measurements
from 150 weather stations (sensors) across the United States.
We represent the relations of temperature measurements by
geodesic distances between sensors, so each node is connected
to its closest neighbors. The graph in Fig. 1(d) represents a
set of 50 political blogs in the World Wide Web connected by
hyperlink references. By their nature, the edges are directed
and have the same weights. We discuss the two latter examples
in Section VI, where we also consider a network of customers
of a mobile service provider. Clearly, representation graphs
depend on prior knowledge and assumptions about datasets.
For example, the graph in Fig. 1(d) is obtained by following the
hyperlinks networking the blogs, while the graph in Fig. 1(c) is
constructed from known locations of sensors under assumption
that temperature measurements at nearby sensors have highly
correlated temperatures.
III. FILTERS ON GRAPHS
In classical DSP, signals are processed by filters—systems
that take a signal as input and produce another signal as output.
We now develop the equivalent concept of graph filters for
graph signals in . We consider only linear, shift-invariant
filters, which are a generalization of linear time-invariant filters
used in DSP for time series. This section uses Jordan normal
form and characteristic and minimal polynomials of matrices;
these concepts are reviewed in Appendix A. The use of Jordan
decomposition is required since for many real-world datasets
the adjacency matrix is not diagonalizable. One example is
the blog dataset, considered in Section VI.
Fig. 1. Graph representations for different datasets (graph signals.) (a) Time
series; (b) digital image; (c) sensor field; (d) hyperlinked documents.
A. Graph Shift
In classical DSP, the basic building block of filters is a spe-
cial filter called the time shift or delay [56]. This
is the simplest non-trivial filter that delays the input signal
by one sample, so that the th sample of the output is
. Using the graph representation of finite, periodic
time series in Fig. 1(a), for which the adjacency matrix is the
circulant matrix , with weights [43], [44]
if
otherwise, (2)
we can write the time shift operation as
(3)
In , we extend the notion of the shift (3) to general
graph signals where the relational dependencies among the
data are represented by an arbitrary graph . We call
the operation (3) the graph shift. It is realized by replacing the
sample at node with the weighted linear combination of
the signal samples at its neighbors:
(4)
Note that, in classical DSP, shifting a finite signal requires one
to consider boundary conditions. In , this problem is im-
plicitly resolved, since the graph explicitly cap-
tured the boundary conditions.
B. Graph Filters
Similarly to traditional DSP, we can represent filtering on
a graph using matrix-vector multiplication. Any system
, or graph filter, that for input produces output
represents a linear system, since the filter’s output for a linear
Figure 8.4: Temperature sensor graph formed using the real temperature dataset
The analysis is carried out using both the approaches for GSP i.e., the graph Laplacian
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matrix and graph adjacency matrix approach. Anomalies(errors) in the range of [-20,20]
were added and the sparsity(number of errors) was changed from 1 to 100. The recovery
algorithms LASSO and OMP were implemented for these two approaches. The success
rate(fraction of correctly identified errors over the total number of errors) and their values
are plotted against the sparsity for all the four cases as shown in Fig. 8.5. Both the
recovery algorithms detect the anomalies fairly well with more than 90% accuracy when
the number of anomalies are below 10. In particular, the adjacency matrix based approach
with OMP performs the best for all the values of anomalies. Since the notion of bandwidth
of a graph signal in the adjacency matrix approach is given by the number of non-zero
frequency coefficients which is analogous to the classical DSP, so this may be a reason for
this approach to do well with CS algorithms. However, this may not be concluded for all
the applications i.e., it may be application/graph specific.
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9. CONCLUSION
In this thesis, we explored the connections between coding theory, compressed sensing
and spectral estimation for graph signals. We developed a Reed-Solomon style decoding
algorithm for recovering graph signals that are k-sparse in the GFT domain from 2k aggre-
gated samples. We then presented two real world applications namely MAC channel and
anomaly detection. In the MAC channel problem, we developed a power efficient method
for communication between the sensors and the base station. In the anomaly detection
problem, we considered the noisy scenario where CS algorithms were employed to find
out the malfunctioning nodes. An important thing to conclude from this work is that clever
sampling strategies induce good codes. For example, here we applied aggregation sam-
pling which in turn induced an RS code. Therefore, an open problem that comes out from
this thesis is that efficient sampling strategies can be designed to induce less complex codes
and subsequently less complex decoders like Low Density Parity Check(LDPC) can be de-
signed for the spectral estimation problem. A further extension of this or a challenge will
be to apply these in a noisy environment. Another open problem is the performance com-
parison of the Laplacian and adjacency matrix approach in the CS framework. It would be
interesting to find out applications/graphs where each of these approaches would perform
better than the other.
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